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"The industry Isn't drll11ng as hard as Its

resources, equipment and know-how permit,"
cautioned the Oil & Gas Journal.

"As a result, it is not finding the 011 and
gas needed to meet skyrocketing demand
... Unless the petroleum Ind\lstry steps
up its exploration effort and has some new
reserves to show, Its defenders may be clob
bered In their future battles with critics,"
the JO\lrnal added.

If U.S. producers are favored with tax
incentives and protection frem market com
petition by the imports wall and state con
trols, why aren't they looking?

In 1968 there were 26,500 fewer wells
drilled than In 1956.

The tax system actually encourages ex
ploration abroad by granting the depletion
allowance fer searching overseas.

If China .allowed foreign oil firms to ex
plore, a company could get depletion for
adding to China's 011 supplies.

Foreign royalties may be treated as tax
credits.

That really draws 011 money abroad.
All of the easy-to-find oil has been located

In the continental U.S.
Drillers have to look deeper and It costs

a lot more to drill at horne especially When
you have to go deeper down.

That 011 t~x benefits haven't worked was
shown In a Treasury Department study that
showed that additional marginal production
brought on by domestic oil tax provisions
have produced about $150 mlllion a year more
all at a loss to the Treasury of $1.6 billion
in revenue.

"In effect," Sen. Proxmire said, "we're
paying $10 for every $1 in additional oil
reserves."

If the depletion allowance were com
pletely ellminated our 12 year supply would
probably be cut to an ll-year level, Treas
ury forecas t.

OIL IS A WASTING ASSET

Every time a barrel Is pumped out of the
ground the producers capital Is depleted.

Every year a man wcrks his working life
Is cut by a year, Rep. Richard Fulton (D.,
Tenn.) told the House.

By that reasoning we should all get a
depletion allowance.

Actually the wasting asset argument can
support a claim for cost depletion, the
amount actually taken out of the ground.

But allOWing producers a fixed percentage
rate of 27.5% allows depleting the saIne as
set 19 times over, according to an Internal
Revenue Service study.

MARKETERS SHOULD HELP DEFEND THE

PRODUCTION TAX FAVORS

Since the goodies are in production rather
than marketing, profits are pushed back to
the propped up crude all price.

Equitable taxation-on a par with other
Industries and small businessmen-would
encourage constructive marketing practices,
many marketers believe.

Other marketers-who have substantial
stock holdings In major companies-favor
the refiner's viewpoint.

But did they get the stock In return for
the sale of their company?

Incentives are needed to draw the vast
capital needed to find new reserves.

This argument Is al1vanced by banks spe
cializing In loans to all companies such as
New York's Chase Manhattan.

But where is all the Investment going to
day?

If present tax policy is drawing exploration
money abroad leaVing the system untoUChed
won't help gather a lot of capital.

Some economists argue that the industry
is actually overcapitalized now because of the
attraction of the tax gimmicks.

Without the gimmicks investment would
decline and return on investment before
taxes would be improved.

NATIONAL SECURITY WOllLD S't7FFER

How does it help the nation's security for
the biggest taxpayers to skip taxes or pay
pr.u:tlcally nothing?

Federal tax figures show tax advantages are
ginn mostly to the big internationals,
Texaco, Callfornla and Jersey Standard, Gulf,
Mobil and smaller Internationals, Marathon
and Getty.

Much higher taxes are paid by domestic
firms, PhillipS, Ohio Standard, Sunray, Ash
land, Indiana Standard.
HIKING OIL TAXES WILL RAISE GASOLINE AND

FUEL OlL PRICES

Indiana Standard makes a bigger profit
than Shell, but Standard pays 20'.:0 federal
income tax and Shell paid 13 %.

They often sell for the same price to their
stations where they compete.

Texaco paid 1.9% of its net income in 1967
whlle Ashland Oil & Refining paid 32.8':~ yet
they both sell at about the same price and
make money.

In fact Sen. Proxmire has accused Texaco
of hiking prices In February because of the
tax situation so It can pay itself a higher
price tor crude oil and lower its federal
taxes.

Prices are determined by competition or
the lack of it, not taxes.

The reserve supply of saturated.fat collect
Ing in some of the larger firms shows a vast
source to fall back on.

As Rep. Charles Vanik (D., 0.) pointed out
to the House that Atlantic reported Income
before taxes of $377,942,000 In 1965-67 yet
paid no federal income taxes at all.

California Standard earned a half billion In
1967 but only paid 1.2% as federal income
tax.

That's a lot of fat.
Of course refiners could use a tax Increase

us an excuse to hike product prices.
They wisely avoided that point when the

surtax was Imposed (except for Ohio Stand
ard which pays a higher tax than competi
tors) .

Of course a 10% surtax on little or no taxes
isn't much to complain about.

PERCENTAGE DEPLETION HAS BEEN ON THE

BOOKS FOR 43 YEARS

That's no argument.
Sin's been around even longer than that.

NEW TAX BOON FOR MAJORS

The Internal Revenue Service last month
ruled that the social security tax paid by
U.S. companies under the Venezuelan retire
ment program i$ /In income tax. Thus U.S,
firms can deduct the amount from Its U.S.
federal tax payment. If IRS had ruled the
other way, the majors operating there would
have to treat the social security payments as
a cost of doing business.

A HISTORIC FIRST-THE METS AT
THE TOP

MI'. GOODELL. Mr. President, on
Thursday, September 11, 1969, the New
York Mets, in the eighth year of their
youth, finally achieved what many
thought quite impossible-they reached
the lofty pinnacle of first place in the
National League's eastern division.

As a tribute to this remarkable accom
plishment, I issued the following state
ment, and I ask unanimous consent that
it be printed in the RECORD. ,

There being no objection, the state
ment was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
A HISTORIC FIRST-THE METS AT l'HE Top

What shall we say to our brethren In Chi
cago for their belo"ed Cubs have fallen upon
hard times.

One Is reminded of what Socrates lsald, "Do
not be angry with me If I tell you the truth,"
I\nd the truth, so wonderously simple for
New Yorkers, but so bitter for Chicago's
Bleacher Brigade. Is glOrious to teU-the Mets
are In first place!

Who would have thought, Marvelous Mar
vin Throneberry to the contrary. that such
a day would ever arrive?

But alas! It Is here, the Mets are In first
place!

We would like to lower our voices, but how
can we when our whole being wishels to
shout-the Wonders of Shea lead the lesser
lights of their league.

Surely the cynics blush In the knowledge
that baseball's wunderklnders are no mere
happening, an apparition that shall soon fade
away; no longer the hapless, yet lovable Mets
of yore, but now-at last--the Mighty Mets
of the Midway.

Oh I know that some still smirk and smile
their superior little smiles, for they are the
same ones who laughed when the Jets were
otIered up as a sacrifice to the supposedly
invincible Colts of the mighty National Foot
ball League, but we know what happened
then and we know what will happen now.

The Mets now, as the Jets before them,
have become our heroes, and who can blame
us, for they are worthy of our adulation.

Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. may say that this is
no longer an age of "Supermen," but tell
that to Weeb Eubank and his Jets, or to Gil
Hodges and the Mets; tell It Arthur to Joe
Namath and Matt Snell; to Tom Seaver al~d

Cleon Jones; to Gary Philbin and Don :May
nard; to Tommy Agee and Gary Gentry, tell
it as you will, but we will not listen, for we
know better

It Is a great new day for the denizens of
Flushing Meadows, they need no longer
slouch in their seats at Shea, while cursing
the darkness and the hated Yankees, for now
1\ thousand candles have been lit, and the
Met fans may stand prOUd and erect.

So while we may weep for the Bleacher
Brigade at Wrigley, and feel only but sad
ness for a great gentleman, Ernie Banks, we
exult for the Mighty Mets, Who have made
a grand lady, Dorothy Payson, forget Frank
Merriwell.

Met followers need no longer quote Grant
land Rice:

When the One Great Fcorer comes to write
against your name-

He marks-not that you WOll or lost-but
how you played the game.

For now, In the age of AquariUS, the Mets
have at last climbed to the top.

AUTHORIZATION OF APPROPRIA
TIONS FOR FISCAL YEAR 1970 FOR
MILITARY PROCUREMENT, RE
SEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT, AND'
FOR THE CONSTRUCTION OF MIS-
SILE TEST FACILITIES AT KWAJA
LEIN MISSILE RANGE, AND RE
SERVE COMPONENT STRENGTH

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem-
pore. Under the unanimous-consent
agreement entered yesterday, the time
limitation is now effective, and the time
is controlled by the Senator from Minne
sota and by the Senator from Mississippi.

The Chair automatically lays before
the Senate the pending business, S. 2546,
which the clerk will state by title.

The LEGISLATIVE CLERK. A bill <S. 2546)
to authorize appropriations during the
fiscal year 1970 for procurement of air
craft, missiles, naval vessels, and tracked
combat vehicles and to authorize the
construction of test facilities at Kwaja-
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lein Missile Range, and to prescribe the
authorized personnel strength of the Se
lected Reserve of each Reserve compo
nent of the Armed Forces, and for other
purposes.

The Senate resumed the consideration
of the bill.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem
pore. Under the previous agreement, the
Senator from New Jersey (Mr. CASE) is
recognized.

Who yields time?
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, I yield

the Senator from New Jersey such time
as he may require.

May I say at this time how grateful I
am to be able to work with the very dis
tinguished and gifted Senator from New
Jersey. In cosponsoring this amendment,
he brings to this issue insight and ex
perience that are truly remarkable. I
have found this effort most rewarding.

The ACTING PRESIDENT pro tem
pore. The Senator from New Jersey is
recognized.

Mr. CASE. Mr. President, I thank my
colleague from Minnesota very much. As
I said the other day, it has been a very
rewarding experience to work with him
in this matter. He has been most con
siderate as well as helpful. I believe this
is the beginning of collaboration on a
number of matters which I am looking
forward to with eagerness.

The amendment Senator MONDALE and
I are offering to the pending bill would
withhold authorization of $377.1 million
to build the second Nimitz-class attack
carrier pending a broad-gaged stUdy by
the Congress of the entire rationale for
our attack carrier force.

I want to emphasize that the amend
ment does not purport to pass judgment
on that rationale. The amendment sim
ply asserts the intention of the Congress
to shoulder its constitutional responsi
bilities before authorizing construction
of the CVAN-69.

To the best of my knOWledge, no one
has challenged the pertinence of the 15
questions set forth in our amendment.
Indeed, as Senator MONDALE has pointed
out, many of them are being asked by
responsible officials within the defense
establishment and the executive branch
as a whole.

Nor have any answers been forthcom
ing that are not based on the assump
tions of our carrier-dominated naval
establishment, which like most other
institutions is understandably dedicated
to self-perpetuation in a changing world.

We have no quarrel with the U.S. Navy.
Now, as in the past, it can do splendidly
the jobs required of it bY•.the Nation.

We say only that the time has come
for Congress to reexamine those jobs to
see not only whether there may be better
ways to do them, but whether they need
doing at all. As a perceptive admiral
once put it:

There is nothing more useless than doing
something with great emciency that should
not be done at all.

Since 1951 the United States has main
tained an active fleet inventory of 14 to
16 attack carriers. Since the "nominal
maximum useful life of a carrier" is 30

years, according to the Navy, we must
bUild a new one every 2 years if we wish
to continue to operate a force of 15 at
tack carriers.

Thus the CVAN-69 is the second of
three nuclear-powered attack carriers
whose planned addition to the fleet
would permit the retirement of three
World War II carriers while perpetuat
ing a 15-carrier force.

Congress has already funded the first
of these, the CVAN-68, which Is now un
der construction at Newport News and
will join the fleet in 1972. The Mondale
Case amendment does not touch this
ship.

We also have authorized and appro
priated $133 million for the nuclear pro
pulsion plant of the CVAN-69. Almost
all of this money has been obligated, and
about $40 million has been spent. The
Mondale-Case amendment does not
touch any of this money.

I should emphasize that because, in
opposition to our amendment, it has been
strongly urged by the Navy that we ought
not to be directing our amendment at
this particular item of the budget; that,
regardless of the basic soundness of the
objective which we have-and that ob
jective is for Congress to take on and
perform its constitutional function in the
review of broad international relations
and policies of our Government in re
gard to broad strategic questions which
are, in the last analysis, the respon
sibility of Congress to decide-that in
raising these questions, and very few
Members in this body, I think, deny that
it is sound to raise them-the circum
stances are such that we ought not to be
directing our amendment to stopping
further work on the CVAN-69, because
it has already gone so far.

Mr. Preddent, I think it is not true
that that follows at all. Those long lead
time items which ~ave already been con
tracted for can go ahead under the con
tracts which have been let; and very,
very little danger. if any-and I will de
velop this p:>int further-will result from
a delay of 1 year in the completion of
this ship. Any danger that might pos
sibly exist-and we will still maintain a
very large carrier force if we do delay
this ship and decide eventually to go
ahead with it-is nothing as compared
with the importance of getting Congress
to take on this job now. Unless psycho
logically-and I want to emphasize this
point very clearly-we hit some particu
lar thing that is of interest to enough
people for us to attract their attention,
we are not going to get Congress to take
on this job.

I do not think we in the Congress have
ever-explicitly. at least-assumed the
responsibility for the determination of
basic U.S. policy-certainly not in my
time. We are not set up to do it. What,
committee, whether Appropriations,
Arm)d Services, Foreign Relations, has
the staff even to begin to question basic
international policy and broad strategy
problems of the United States? We know
that we are not set up to do that in the
Senate; and no chairman, and no com
mittee member, and no Member of this

bodY will ass~rt that we now have the
capacity to do it.

I do not suggest that this ought to be
done in house necessarily, or that we
should institutionalize a large oversight
staff for this purpose. We can do it by
drawing together, for particular inquir
ies, at particular times. and from time
to time outside resources; but we have
not even done that. Mr. President, we
have not even done that. Who in the
Congress of the United States or what
committee has seriously directed its at
tention to any of the 15 questions that
our amendment poses, all of which
should. under our Constitution, be de
cided by the U.S. Congress?

So, Mr. President, I say to the argu
ment of "Do not do this; do something
else; do not stor this ship, or stop an
other one, or stop something else, or do
not stop anything; just tell us to go
ahead and do your study" that we will
not do it i111less there is hanging over our
head a partiCUlar need, by a particular
time, to get the job done. We will not
even start such a study unless there is
pressure upon the Congress of the United
States and upon the committees tCJ do it.

Mr. President, Congress has already
funded the first of these three nuclear
powered attack carriers, the CVAN-68.
It is now under construction, as I have
said, at Newport News; and we do not
deal with that. We do not touch it. It
will be built. It will be ready in 1972.

We have also appropriated the money,
$133 million, as I have mentioned before,
for the nuclear powerplant of the car
rier presently under discussion, and we
do not touch that money.

What we do seek by our amendment to
do is postpone the decision to complete
the CVAN-69, at a further cost of $377
million, until the study described in the
amendment has been made and com
pleted.

As I have stated before, the practical
effect of the amendment, if it is adopted,
would be to delay from 1974 until 1975
1 year-the completion of this single
carrier, should we decide next year that
it makes sense to invest the taxpayers'
money in this project.

Let us suppose, on the contrary, that
Congress concludes, on the basis of the
stUdy that we propose, that it does not
make sense to build the CVAN-69 or the
CVAN-70, for which funds will be re
quested next year under the program.
What would the attack carrier force
consist of in the years ahead?

Of the 15 ships in the active fleet today,
the 9 largest and most modern were
commissioned from 1 to 14 years ago,
beginning with the Forrestal.

One of the nine-the Enterprise, com
missioned In 1961-is nuclear powered.
The others, all conventionally powered,
are the Forrestal, commissioned 11: 1955,
the Saratoga in 1956, the Ranger in 1957,
the Independence in 1959, the Kitty
Hawk in 1961, the Constellation in 1961.
the America in 1965, and the John F.
Kennedy in 1968.

In 1972. these nine modern attack car
riers-all capable of handling the most
advanced aircraft-will be joined by the
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CVAN-68, to be christened the Nimitz;
and we are not touching that. That will
go along despite our amendment, if it is
adopted.

But, since the oldest of these 10 ships,
the Forrestal, will then be 17 years old,
this fleet could operate intact for another
13 years-remember, Mr. President, the
Navy itself says the life of these carriers
is 30 years-without the need of a single
replacement, and will then still be the
world's mightest-in fact, its only
attack carrier force.

Lest there be any misunderstanding
about the raw power those carriers will
continue to represent until 1985, here is
what the Navy says about the difference
between World War II carriers and those
we are talking about. According to the
Navy's own fact sheet on the attack air
craft carriers:

The capabilities of t<xlay's weapons sys
tems are much greater than their World
War II counterparts. For example, the World
War II carrier Enterprise fought throughout
the Pacific Campaign; yet, the nuclear car
rier Enterprise delivered more than twic.e the
tonnage of bombs in one month in Vietnam
than her predecessor delivered throughout
World War II.

Students of naval history will find
much that is interesting about this com
parison. For example, the performance
of the new Enterprise off Vietnam was
totally unhampered by the threat of
serious attack by hostile aircraft or sub
marines.

Be that as it may, it is obvious, Mr.
President, that neither a delay in con
struction of the CVAN-69 nor its can
cellation-and we are not asking that
now; we are only asking that the matter
be delayed until these 15 questions have
been studied and answered-would leave
the United States "naked to attack" from
any known or unknown aggressor at any
time before 1985.

In making this point, I am, of course,
not suggesting that the required or the
ideal number of attack carriers is 10, or
any other number, or that we need any
at all. No other nation has an attack
carrier force. This is a question that
Congress should decide on the basis of
the broad review that we are urging be
made.

I am only suggesting that no Member
of the Senate need feel that a vote for
the Mondale-Case amendment will be
interpreted or could be interpreted by
anyone whose opinion and support he
respects as a vote for "unilateral dis
al'lnament."

One further point may help to under
score our basic purpose in asking Con
gress to study these questions before we
commit the Nation to building another
attack carrier. The CVAN-69, if approved
today, would join the fleet in 1974. Bar
ring a disaster, it could be expected to
remain in active service, according to
Navy practice, unti12004.

By then, Mr. President, many if not
most of us in this Chamber will be gone
from the scene. Many if not most of the
crew of the CVAN-69 in the year 2004
have yet to be born.

By contrast, most of our security treaty
commitments already are 15 or 20 years
old. They cannot be expected to survive

indefinitely in a changing world. Yet by
building this carrier, the eVAN-69, we
would be saying to the world of 1969
that the United States is committed to
the proposition that, in the world of
2004-when, incidentally, Mr. President,
the human race will have doubled in
size-there will be no less need for at
tack caniers than today or 20 years ago.

I cannot believe, Mr. President, that
the Navy or Congress or the American
people, can be that omniscient without
a lot more study. It is true, of course,
that any or all of our attack carriers
could be mothballed at some point short
of the "normal maximum useful life" of
30 years. That is what we did with some
of our mightiest and most illustrious bat
tleships after World War II-as we were
all reminded recently by the demothball
ing of the New Jersey for a few months
of duty off Vietnam, and the preparation
for its remothballing by the the Defense
Department ordered a few days ago.

But, Mr. President, that is not a very
good reason for going ahead with the
CVAN-69 in advance of the study that
we are proposing; because one of the
major questions to be answered concerns
the cost effectiveness of attack carriers
as bases for tactical airpower. If there is
any reason to believe that there may be
no need for attack carriers 10 or 15 years
hence, then to build a new one now
could be an unpardonable extravagance.

As concerned as I am to avoid unnec
essary expenditures, however, I am more
concerned about the foreign policy im
plications of continuing to deploy attack
carriers around the world.

In that connection, I requested of the
Secretary of the Navy a report of each
instance since the Korean war in which
one or more attack carriers were or
dered to proceed to or maneuver in a
given area for "show of force" or other
foreign policy purpose short of armed
combat.

I informed the Secretary of State of
my request, and wrote him as follows:

Since the Department ot State bears pri.
marlly responsibillty for the execution of
foreign polley, I would assume that in each
instance the decision to employ the carriers
for such purpose originated in the Depart
ment. It would be helpfUl to me, therefore,
if you could furnish me with a concurrent
report on the Department's role in each such
instance.

Secretary Chafee furnished me with a
classified list of about 50 such instances.
When I protested the classification of
what seemed to me to be information
of no security interest to anyone, the
Secretary very promptly provided me
with an unclassified list from which
eight instances of carrier use for foreign
policy purposes had been removed.

Working with the same unclassified
list, the State Department furnished me
yesterday with comments on its role
in these instances of carrier usage, and
I shall shortly ask that the entire un
classified report be placed in the REC
ORD, along with the covering letter from
Assistant Secretary of State Macomber.

First, however, I believe the Senate
will be interested in the following ex
cerpt from Secretary Macomber's letter:

It is not the function of the Department
of State to make the decision to employ
attack carriers. In some cases, the Depart
ment recommended a show of force or re
quested evacuation of U.S. nationals and
then approved the method proposed to carry
out the task, but State did not direct. the
type of force to be used. However, the De
partment participated in the development
of the U.S. policies which these deployments
supported.

With that as background, I wish to
briefly review the substance of the report.
Of the 42 instances of carrier usage cited
by the Navy, the State Department could
find no record of its involvement in six,
and could not document its involvement
in another seven.

For example; the Navy reported that
from July to September of 1957:

Four attack carriers provided a U.S. pres
ence and show of force to defend Taiwan dur
ing Chinese Communist shelling of Kinmen
Island.

Yet the State Department reported no
record of any role in that deployment.

Two years later, according to the Navy
report, two attack carriers "provided
presence and U.S. force in South China
Sea during Laotian crisis." But "State
Department involvement cannot be doc
umented."

In 1961, there was another La{)tian
crisis, and from February to April three
attack carriers "provided U.S. presence
in South China Sea and prepared to
protect and support amphibious and air
borne assault force," according to the
Navy. Yet there is "no record of State's
role in the deployment."

Nor is the carrier's free-wheeling rec
ord confined to the Far East. In April
1963, In the face of "increasing Middle
East tensions," two attack carriers "pro
vided U.S. presence and show of force,"
presumably in the Mediterranean. Again
there is "no record of State role in this
deployment."

A different kind of relationship seems
to exist with respect to "show of flag"
visits by carriers. In April of 1960, the
Bon Homme Richard provided a "U.S.
show of flag to India"-that is a great
expression, is it not?-in what the Navy
described as "first carrier to visit since
World War II." According to the State
Department, its role "cannot be docu
mented. However, most visits of this
kind are proposed by DOD and coordi
nated by State. Port clearance obtained
through Embassy."

The State Department has not always
been in a subsidiary role so far as the
use of attack carriers for foreign policy
purposes is concerned. In April 1957, two
carriers "provided show of force and
presence" during the Jordan crisis. In
this case, the State Department reported
that "Show of force in support of King
Hussein was agreed to by Secretary
of State." Whether the "show of force"
was proposed by King Hussein, the Navy
or the American Embassy in Amman is
not clear.

What is most striking about these 42
instances of attack carrier usage, how
ever, is that in the vast majority of
cases the mission could have been accom
plished by other means-whether by
smaller vessels or land-based aircraft.
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In most cases, the attack carriers were
assigned to the mission simply because
they were in the vicinity.

That is not to their discredit, of course.
But it does raise serious questions as to
the need for and the propriety of using
attack carriers for such purposes in the
years ahead.

At this point, I ask unanimous consent
that copies of my letters to Secretary
Chaffee and Secretary Rogers, and of
Secretary Macomber's letter to me be
printed in the RECORD, along with the
unclassified report prepared by the Navy
and state Departments, entitled "Sum
mary of Attack Carrier Support of U.S.
Foreign Policy Since the Korean War.n

There being no objection, the material
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

AUGUST 14, 1969.
Han. JOHN H. CHAFEE,
Secretary oj the Navy,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: As you know, Sena
tor Mondale and I are olIering an amend
ment to S. 2546, the defense procurement
blll, to postpone construction of CVAN-69
pending a complete review of the Navy's at
tack carrier force level by the Comptroller
General. A copy of the amendment is en
ciosed.

In that connection, I am especially con
cerned with the foreign policy role of the
attack carrier force as it has been and
might be used. It would be heipful to me,
therefore, to have a report of each instance
since the Korean war in which one or more
attack carriers were ordered to proceed to or
maneuver in a given area for a "show of
force" or other foreign policy purpose short
of armed combat.

It would be most helpful tr I could receive
this information by the time the Senate will
resume consideration of S. 2546.

With kind regards.
Sincereiy,

CLIFFORD P. CASE,
U.S. Senator.

AUGUST 14, 1969.
Hon. WILLIAM P. ROGERS,
Secretary of State,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. SECRETARY: As you know, Senator
Mondale and I are offering an amendment
to S. 2546, the defense procurement bill, to
postpone construction of CVAN-69 pending
a complete review of the Navy's attack car
rier force level by the Comptroller General.
A copy of the amendment is enclosed.

In that connection, I am especially con
cerned with the foreign policy role of the
attack carrier force at is has been and might
be used, and I have asked the Secretary of
the Navy for a report of each instance since
the Korean war in which one or more attack
carriers were ordered to proceed to or maneu
ver in a given area for a "show of force" or
other foreign policy purpose short of armed
combat.

Since the Department of State bears pd
-mary responsibility for the execution of
foreign policy, I would assume that in each
instance the decision to employ the carriers
for such purpose originated In the Depart
ment. It would be helpfui to me, therefore.
if you could furnish me with a concurrent
report on the Department's role in each such
instance. _

I hope it will be possible to receive this in
formation by the time the Senate resumes
consideration of S. 2546.

With kind regardS.
Sincerely,

CLIFFORD P. CASE.
U.S. Senator.

DEPARTMENT OF STATE.
September 10,1969.

Hon. CLIFFORD P. CASE,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR CASE: I refer to your letter
of August 19 concerning the Department of
State's role in the employment of attack car
riers in support of foreign policy since the
Korean War.

Let me first address your assumption that
in each instance in which attack carriers
were ordered to proceed to or maneuver in a
given area for a "show of force" or other
foreign policy purposes short of armed con
filet, the decision to employ carriers orig
inated in the Department. As indicated in
the enclosures, which address each instance
of carrier employment covered by the Sec
retary of the Navy's report, the Department·s
role varied on a case-by-case basis. However.
it is not the ftmction of the Department of
State to make the decision to employ attack
carriers. In some cases, the Department rec
ommended a show of force or requested
evacuation of U.S. nationals and then ap
proved the method proposed to carry out the
task, but State did not direct the type of
force to be used. However, the Department
participated in the development of the U.S.
policies which these deployments supported. I
believe this will be ciarified as you review the
enclosures.

Unfortunately, because of the lapse of time
we have not been able to document the De
partment's specific role in some of the events.
Such instances are identified in the enclo
sures.

H I can be of further assistance to you in
this or any other matter, please do not hesi
tate to let me know.

Sincerely yours,
WILLIAM B. MACOMBER. Jr.,

Assistant Secretary jar Congressional
Relations.

SUMMARY OF ATTACK CARRIER SUPPORT OF U.S. FOREIGN POLICY SINCE TIlE KOREAN WAR

Date Evenl/employmenl Carriers participating Department of State role

Philippine Sea and HorneL No record of Departmenl involvement.

Wasp•••••••...•.••.......•.•.... No record ot Department involvement.

Randolph, Coral Sea, and Antielam •• The Navy evacuated IImer:can dependenls Irom Egypt
at departmental request.

Forrestal, and Roosevell.. •.••.••.•• Military preparalion, in support of contingency plans.
Ho direcl State involvemen!.

Lexinglon and Bon Homme Richard .• Mililary preparation, in support of contingency plans.
1-10 direci State involvement.

Lake Champlain and Forrestal. •..•• Show of force in support of King Hussein was agreed
to by Secretary of Slale.

Saratoga. Essex. Intrepid, Wasp, Proposed by NATO military authorilies. Deparlment
and Forrestal. concurred.

No record of Department role in deployment.

State Department Involvement cannot be documented.
U.S. inlervenlion in Lebanon Vias approved by Secretary

01 State.
U.S. escort 01 supply ships 10 islands, Approved by the

Department.

Embassy Taipei and Stale approved conduct of GRC
escorted reconnaisS3nce lIights over China mainiand.

State Department involvement cannot be documented.

Naval transportation requesled by South Vietnamese
Government, supported by Embassy Saigon and the
Department.

Assistance was requested by Hailian President Magloire
and supported by Embassy Port·au·Prince and the
Department.

Secretary Dulles concurred _n request of Chinese
Embassy for 7th Fleet cover protection.

Essex. Wasp, Yorktown, and
Kearsarge.

Kearsarge.•.......•• _•••.••..••.• Embassy Tokyo requested military disaster relief aid.
Department supported action. .

Essex .• ••. __ ._. Embassy Paris reQuested military disaster retief81.d.
Department supported aclion.

•.• _.dc Department ~artit:ipat.d in planning of President

St:::eD~~~r,,~~~~~volvement cannot be doCumented.•..••do••...••.••...••...••••••

Hornet. ._." .

Saipan...

Kearsarge, Lexington. Hancock, and
Bon Homme Richard.

Randolph and Inlrepid .
Essex and Sarato.a .

Hancock. lexington, Bennington,
Essex, Princeton, Midway, and
Shangri La.

lexington and RangeL .,
Lexington and Hancock .

Jufy i954•.••••.••••••...•..•••• Searched for survivors of downed British aircraft in South China
Sea. Search aircraft fired on by Cllinese Communist fghters.
Our aircraft relurned the fire, downing two Chinese Communist
fighters.

June 10 Oclober i954. __ ••.•••• , Support evacuation 01 citizens of North Vietnam to the Soulh
"Passage to Freedom."

October i954••••••••.•.••.••...• Assist victims of hurricane "Hazef" which had devastated part
of Haiti. Helicopters dropped medicine, food, clothing, and other
supplies and relieved the widespread SUffering.

January to February i955 Protected and supported evacuation of more than 18,000 civili.ns
and 20,000 military personnel from Chinese mainland and
Tachen Islands to Taiwan.

Augusti955••••••••••••••.•.••• Search lor crewmen 01 Navy patrol plane shot down off coast of
Communist China while prepared to take other military actions
it required.

July to October 1956••.•.•••••.•• Egyptian·lsraeli War-Suez crisis. Prolec:ed the evacuation 01
2,177 U.S. citizens from Alexandria, Haifa. Tel Aviv, Amman,
and Damascus. Provided air cover, and air and surface recon~

naissance.
October to December 1556 During Suez crisis provided backup supporl 10 Mediterranean

Naval Force in Eastern Atlanlic.
A Z·carrier task force in the We$lern Pacific was prepared to sai,

to the Mediterranean.
April 1957 Jordan crisis. Provided show of force and presence••..••.•..•.••

September 1957 Participation in NATO exercise Sir ike Back in r;orlh Atlanlic. North
and Norwegian Sea-largest r.eacetime naval exercise in history
(Canada, France, '-letherfands. Norway, Uniled Kingdom and
United States).

July to September 1957__ U.S. presence and show of force to [efend Taiwan during Chinese
ComJ/lunist shelhng of Kinemen Island.

Auguslto November 1957__ •••••• U.S. presence and show of lorce during Syrian pol iii c., crisis •... _
JUly to August i958•••_•••••••••• Lebanon crisis. Supported U.S. Peace Force landing in Beiru!.

Conducted covering, reconnaisance, and patrol missions.
August to September 1958 Provided U.S. show of force during shelling ot Hationahsl Chinese

Island Quemoy and Matsu by Chinese Communists. ("Essex"
proceeded from Lebanon criSIS to Taiwan area.)

July i959 Show 01 force during Nationalist China·Communist China crisis .

Auguslto September 1959.. •__ Provided presence and U.S. force in South China Sea during
Laotian crisis.

September i959•••••••••••••• Distributed food, medicine, and evacuated typhoon victims in
Nagoya. Japan. .

December 1959•••_•• _••_••••••• _ Aided flood victims who survived a broken dam disaster near San
Rapl:ael in southern France. Provided medical supplies. doclors.

. food, communications, and news coverage.
00 __ Provid.d military presence as President Eisenhower began good·

will tour at Piraeus, Greece.
January 1960__ ._._•• _ _. Provided facilities lor Italian telecast "Our Little World," for an

estimated 3,000,000 Italian audience.
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SUMMARY OF ATTACK CARRIER SUPPORT OF U.S. FOREIGN POLICY SINCE THE KOREAN WAR-Conlinued

Dale Evenl/employmenl Carriers participating Departmenl of Slate role

Department concurred in military preparations ", sup
porI of contingency plans.

Cannot documenl Slale's role. However, rnasf visits
01 Ihis kind are proposed by DOD and coordinated
by Slale. Port clearances are oblained throUfh
Embassy.

No record of Slate's role in Ihe deployment.

... __ . Al Embassy Cairo's requesl, Ihe Navy provided escorl
for lhe evacualion of American cilizens frolll Alex·
andria.

Stale was involved in decisions 10 augment initiallolce
sent aller "Pueblo" capture.

Slate participated in interdepartmental and NSC con
sideralion 01 polilical, diplomalic, and mililary
measures.

_______ . ... Provided by Navy on own iniliative from ships in por!.
No direcl Slale involvemen!.

Departmenl concurred in military preparations in
supporl of contingency plans.

Joinl planning by Defense and Stale.

Enterprise, Ranger, Ticonderoga,
and Coral Se•.

Enterprise, Ticonderoga, Ranger,
Kilty Hawk, and Bon Homme
Richard.

3 eVA's in Mediterranean by rol3
lion.

Forrestal.. _..... __ . __ . ....

Independence. __ .. Naval assista~e during lhe Bay of Pigs aclion wa< in
.. impfemenlation of a joint executive branch decision.

Intrepid, Shangll La. and Randolph.. The Department participaled in the decisions relating
10 Ihe employmenl of the amphihious force lhal
normally operated in the Caribbean area.

.. . Proposed by NATO. Deparlment concurred.00 __

Febr uary 10 April 19£1 __

April 1960_._ •. _._ •• _._ •••...•.• US. show of flag 10 I ndia (first carrier to visit since World War II). Bon Homme Richard ..•.• _.•...... Slale role cannol be documenled. However, mosl visils
of lhis kind are proposed by DOD and coordinaled by
Slale. Pori clearance obtained lhrough Embassy.

November 1960_. _.••• _. __ •.•••• Gualemala and Nicaragua requested assislance to guard againsl Shangri La....... _.... __ .... . Requests by lhe Gualemalan and Nicaraguan Govern.
invasion. Provided air and surtace palrols along Central America. ments lor surveillance patrols were supported by lhe

Deparlment.
Coral Sea first 10 sail as an augment- No need for Slale action.

109 carrier in WESTPAC.

April to May 1964 .. _

April 1963 .

June 1967 . _-

AugusI1962. ..
Oclober 10 November 1962 __

laotian crisis. Provided U.S. presence in South China Sea and lexington, Midway, and Coral Sea._
prepared to protect and supporl amphibious and airborne
assauillorce.

April 1961 .. .. __ . Cuban crisis (Bay of Pigs). __

June ]96L _~ ~_ .• ______ Dominican Republic uprising following assassination oj Trujillo_
Provided show ot 'orce.

June 1962 . . ._ __

January [0 March 1968...

Seplember 1960..... ... Executed Presidenl Eisenhower's new policy 01 keeping al leasl
3 allack carriers "on lhe line" in lroubled walers ollhe Far Easl
al all times.

~ep[ember 1960 to June 196L... Major short·[erm buildup of U.S. retaliation capabili[y ,n ",pense
to Soviet preS$ure on BHlil\

IS60.. .. .. U.S. show of /lag a[ Split, Yugosl_via._

NATO's 10th anniversary firepower demonstration and carrier RoosevelL_
visits in the Medilerranean by NATO dignilaries.

May 1962______ __ __ ___ __ __ Laos-Soulh Vietnam crisis. Provided presence and show of force Hancock, Lexinglon, and Coral Sea __ Joinl executive branch decision 10 land marines in
in South China Sea and gave air cover for marines landed III Thailand.
Thailand.

. Quemoy·Matsu off·shore islands crisis. Provided presence and Hancock, Midway, .nd Coral Sea .•. _ Slate involvemenl cannot be documented.
show of force.

__ Miyako Island, Japan volcano eruption. Assisted survivolS .. __ Midway .. ... Cannot document Slate's role.
__ Cuban missile crisis. C1lnducted reconnaissance, quarantine, and Independence and Enterprise __ "_-•. Utilization of naval forces during Cuban missile crisis

surface surveillance. Olher carrier torces assumed higher was in implemenlation of a joint executive hr.nch
readiness postures in the Mediterranean and Western Pacific. decision.

Inc:ret~:;! Middfe East lensions. Provided U.S. presence and show Enlerprise and Saraloga __ . __ No record of State role in this deployment.

May 1963 • Laos crisis. Provided U.S. presence in Sonth China Sea.. ... Ranger .______ Do.
Do .. . Joint United States·Auslralian aerial photographic mapping survey Coral Sea . Requesled hy DOD; Departmenl concurred.

of New Guinea.
June 1963. •. . Provided 256,500 gallons fresh water 10 Hong Kong during extended .....do....

droughl period.
November 1963 .. • South Vietnam political crisis following dealh 01 President Diem. Oriskany, Hancock. and Coraf Sea __

Provided U.S. presence and show of lorce.
___ . Good wi!! tour of Indian Ocean by "Concord Squadron" and visils Bon Homme Richard .. _. __

10 Diego Suarez, Malagasy, Momhasa Kenya, Aden, and hosled
Ihe Shah of Iran.

__ "6-day Arab·lsraeli War." Protected U.S. inlerests in Middle East. Saratoga and America.
Provided protection for ships evacuating U.S. nationals from
Uniled Arah Republic.

__ . Readiness maneuvers aller "Pueblo" capture hy North Korea in
Sea 01 Japan. Mainlained presence in lhe area.

April [0 July 1969. __ .. ._ Readiness maneuvers aller unarmed Navy reconnaissance aircrall
(EC-121) shol down over international waters by Norlh Korean
fighlers. Maintained presence in Sea 01 Japan prepared 10 carry
Ollt actions as directed.

Mr. CASE. Mr. President, the need for
attack carriers in the years ahead is
clearly dependent upon the nature and
scope of American commitments abroad.
And those commitments are now being
subjected to painful reexamination at
many levels of our society and govern
ment-by the executive branch, by the
Congress and by the American people as
a whole.

But if Congress is to playa significant
role in helping to shape a new course in
the months and years ahead, we must
begin by insisting on our right and re
SpOnsibility to study thoroughly the
rationale for any weapons system, new or
old, before voting the money. And that is
all the Mondale-Case amendment would
do.

If we have been outmanned, out
gunned, and outmaneuvered in the past
by the Defense Department-the largest
single enterprise in the world -then it is
within our power to take corrective
action.

If we have depended for too long
on the expertise of the armed services
to reach our judgments on foreign and
defense policies, then we can take steps
to provide ourselves with our own experts
in whatever number we require.

This does not mean that we institu
tionalize ourselves in any rigid form. Our
committee systems are not set up to do
this job. Not one committee or subcom-

mittee has the resources with which to
do this job.

To do this job, we must have the
determination to make this our responsi
bility. That can be done with the kind of
staff assistants drawn together for ad hoc
investigations in the past, and that ought
to be made now of the 15 questions with
which our amendment is concerned.

If we have depended for too long on
the outside experts of the executive
branch and particularly of the armed
services, it is up to us now-and we can
take steps to do so-to provide ourselves
with such experts in whatever number
we need to do the job.

All that is required is for the House
of Representatives and the Senate of
the United States immediately to make
up their mind.s to perform their func
tion. We have to recognize that it is the
function of Congress.

Mr. President, we have the responsi
bility under the Constitution to declare
war, which means to declare war or not
tc declare war.

We have the responsibility under the
Constitution to raise and maintain
armies.

It does not take Mr. Justice Marshall
to determine that in order properly to
perform either of those functions, the
Congress of the United States must have
and does have as its implied responsibil
ity, the setting of foreign policy in its

broad outline upon which the later con
duct of war or peace can progress, and
upon· which the need for and the size,
or-as the Senator from Missouri so
often has said-the nature and charac
ter of our Armed Forces must be de
termined.

We cannot determine what kind of
Armed Forces to supply unless we first
determine what we want them to do. So
the basic responsibility for the conduct
of foreign policy in terms of the broad
outlines of policy and our international
commitments, as the Senate reiterated
so soundly not many weeks ago, must rest
with Congress.

What we must do here, and what we
are seeking-the Senator from Minne
sota and I and some of our colleagues
who are engaged in this venture in sup
port ()f other amendments-is not to
cripple the Defense Department, and not
in any way to affect the security of the
United States, except in a sound and
constructive way. What we are dealing
with is the entire question of the re
sponsibility of Congress for the future
course of this Nation's policy. We are
urging Congress, as I think it should
have been urged long before, to per
form the job which under the Con
stitution it is required to do, and, beyond
its obligation under the Constitution, the
job that only Congress can do.

The President cannot do this. He is in
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office for a relatively short time. The
armed services can provide expertise, and
they do a great job. But the tendency
within the armed services, as we all know,
is to decide all questions as to great
strategy and roles and missions on the
basis of compromise. One department
gets something if it will agree to the
other departments getting X, Y, and Z,
instead of having some overall super
vision and oversight which is effective.
The Defense Department has attempted
to perform this function, and I give it all
credit.

Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President, it is
difficult to hear the speaker.

Mr. CASE. The Defense Department
has attempted, particularly recently, to
perform this overall, coordinating func
tion. I think considerable advance was
made under Secretary McNamara. I do
not agree with all his decisions, but his
policies were in the right direction. Sec
retary Laird is conscious of his respon
sibility here, very deeply conscious of it.
But, after all, this is still within the
executive branch; and for the President
of the United States to perform his func
tion does not satisfy the Constitution if
Congress Is not also meeting its respon
sibilities.

The only body, the only group of peo
ple in the world, who can challenge a de
cision by the President is Congress. The
President is bound to get from people he
seeks advice from, the advice they think
he wants to hear. Only in this body, in
Congress, particularly in the Senate, with
its longer term of office, with its over
lapping terms, terms overlapping one
administration, does there exist the
political independence which can provide
the real criticism in a constructive way,
but deep criticism, of administration
policy when it may be going wrong.

So it is almost criminal-indeed, it is
perhaps criminal in the highest sense
for Congress to abdicate its responsibility
for its own decision, on the basis of its
own information, derived from its own
study, on these great policy questions
foreign relations, international commit
ments, and the great strategic weapons
policies and the defense policies which
support the decisions that are made.

Finally, Mr. President, we must get the
horse in front of the cart again and have
our defense establishment tailored to
meet the decisions we decide to make as
a result of our studies of foreign policy
and international relations and to make
our Defense Establishment conform to
our responsibilities rather than having
our commitments depend upon prior de
cisions about weapons policy. and stra
tegy.

Of course, there is an interaction.
What we want to do and decide to do
must be based in considerable part on
what we are able to do and what the
military possibilities are. But the cart
must not be allowed to get in front of
the horst;. It seems to me that many
times that has happened-not by any
body's deliberate and conscious choice
but, rather, by just the nature of the way
things go; the kind of thing, if properly
understood, President Eisenhower was
talking about when he referred to the
military-industrial complex. He did not
mean an evil conspiracy of selfish men

to rob the United States or to put their
interests ahead of the interests of all the
people, to m3ke money. Not that, but the
kind of interaction between a group of
people who are used to working together
and on a single question-that is, how we
can get better and better weapons and
more and more complicated and effective
ones, without any question as to whether
we need them, without any question as to
whether. as has been the concern of the
Senator from Missouri, we can afford
them with relation to other obligations,
but just whether it is possible to do the
things they spend their lives dreaming
of.

There has to be someone standing over
all of this process, useful and necessary
as the process is. Ultimately, Mr. Presi
dent, only Congress has the capacity and
the political independence, to perform
this function. The job, of course, goes far
beyond the carrier issue to which our
amendment is addressed. But if we mean
what we have said before in this session,
in reasserting the role of Congress in the
formation of foreign policy and defense
policy. then I urge, with all the sincerity
at my command, that this amendment is
a very sound place to start.

Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. CASE. I am glad to yield.
Mr. MONDALE. Permit me to express

my appreciation and admiration to the
Senator from New Jersey for his excel
lent message, which concentrates on the
foreign policy implications of the attack
carrier and which, to my knowledge,
presents, perhaps for the first time in
the history of the Senate, some informa
tion bearing upon how attack carriers
have been used in the past and the rela
tionship between the deployment of the
carriers and the official foreign policy
making role of the Department of State.

I find that new information disturbing:
the fact that one branch of the Ameri
can Govenlment, the military, might de
cide to deploy attack carriers solely for
foreign policy purposes and, at least so
far as the record discloses, insofar as the
State Department can determine, did so
without any knowledge whatever of the
official branch of the executive body
charged with those decisions.

Would the Senator from New Jersey
not agree that this is certainly something
that ought to be reviewed by the Congress
as a part of the overall study which our
amendment seeks to create?

Mr. CASE. I surely do agree with that.
It seems to me absolutely incontroverti
ble, and I am sure no one will take excep
tion to the proposition that the Senator
has stated.

Of course, interestingly enough, that
review ought to be made whether the
presence is established by nuclear attack
carriers or by an armed canoe.

Mr. MONDALE. The Senator is correct.
Mr. CASE. It just happens that our

amendment and this issue of the nuclear
carrier present a very sound situation
in which to raise the entire question of
who does determine and who does op
erate the foreign policy of the United
States.

Mr. SYMINGTON. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?

Mr. CASE. I am happy to yield to the
Senator.

Mr. SYMINGTON. Let me congratu
late the able Senator for bringing this
important matter up for discussion in the
Senate in the temperate, thoughtful,
and thorough manner in which he has
done so this morning,

I would ask the Senator to answer sev
eral questions which are of interest to me
in this matter. The able Senator served
for many years on the Committee on
Armed Services, and now serves on the
Committee on Foreign Relations.

Does the Senator believe that military
policy, including various decisions as to
weaponry, should be associated with for
eign policy?

Mr. CASE. There is necessarily, it
seems to me, the closest association and
there must be constant interaction 'Je
tween the two. In the end, of course,
foreign policy should be decided on a
broader range of considerations than
merely a nation's military capacity, al
though that is one of the factors which
must be taken into account.

(At this point Mr. ALLEN assumed the
chair.>

Mr. SYMINGTON. My next question.
Does the Senator believe that the re
sources of the United States are now
limited?

Mr. CASE. It has not been fashionable
to believe that in the past. It is only re
cently, again due in very large part to the
voice of the Senator from Missouri which
has spoken at times in the past when it
seemed like a voice crying in the wilder
ness, that we have come to realize that
even the resources of this mighty Nation
are not without limit.

Mr. SYMINGTON. I thank the able
Senator for his kind bu~ undeserved re
marks. If it is true that our resources are
limited, along with the priorities which
we know must now be considered from
the standpoint of our increasing domes
tic requirements, as well as our other
complicated positions around the world,
does this not entail increased importance
in discrimination as to choice of weapons
systems?

Mr. CASE. This seems to me to be ab
solutely fundamental. No one is in a bet ...
tel' position to know they are important,
as well as the need for this information
and for greater attention to it than the
Senator from Missouri.

Mr. SYMINGTON. I thank my able
friend. This morning I heard and read
that the head of the gO\'ernment of the
Soviet Union had traveled many thou
sand miles out of his way to visit heads
of the Chinese Government, in their
capital at Peking. It is my considered
opinion that a meeting of this character
could have as much possible effect on the
future generations of this country as any
o~her meeting.

With that premise, I ask my able col
league from New Jersey: Does it not give
him some apprehension that the Soviet
Union today has hundreds more attack
submarines than the United States. and
thousands more modern air superiority
fighters; nevertheless the Soviet Union
has not yet laid down a single carrier?
Does this not stimulate in the ~d of
the Senator from New Jersey a deSIre to
consider thoroughly all planning and
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programing in the military field from Mr. SYMINGTON. I do thank the
the standpoint of where we should place Senator.
our military priorities? Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, will

Mr. CASE. It does, indeed. the Senator from New Jersey yield?
~r. SYM~GTON. In rece.nt presen- Mr. CASE. I am happy to yield.

t~tlOns made III support of tlns new car- Mr. MONDALE. Some comment has
ner, there have been points raised with. been made during the course of the de
which I cannot entirel~ agree. B~t u: any b~te about who or who is not unilaterally
e~ent, much of .the Plesen~ed Justlfica- dIsarming. I checked yesterday to see
tlon ha:d to do Wlt~ th~ contmuous. heavy what kind of reductions have been made
operatIOn of carner~ m the Medlterra- in the $20 billion authorization bill dur
~ea!?-. No\y, a? me~1tIOned the other day ing the past 2 months that the bill
III ?ISCUSSIOn ~n thl? Chamber, to..us .that has been before the Senate. To be sure,
part ,?f the world ~s called .the ~Iddle a part of that time the Senate was in
East, ,~ut the SovIets call ~t the Near adjournment. But to show how much the
South, .and that la~ter. natIOn has now levels recommended by the Committeen:any fnends and all.les III the way of na- on Armed Services have actually been
tlOns on the .Medlter~ane~n, n~~ions affected by this great debate, at this point
the~ are supplymg h.eaVlly wIth nll1Jta~ the Senate has deleted $71 million from
eqUIpment, not only. III the eastern Med~- a $20,057,000,000 budget-$46 million on
terranean but also m the wes~ern .Med~- the basis of an amendment offered by
terranean. As example,. I belIeve It farr the Senator from Arkansa (M F _
to say that Algena IS probably the BRIGHT)' . 5 • r. ~L
strongest country militarily in that pro- . relatmg ~o. SOCIal sCience. le-
Soviet-Arab bloc. sealch, and $25 nulhon on the baSIS of

It is also rumored that recently the an amen~ment offered by the Sena~or
Soviets were placing long-range missiles from Malyland (Mr. TYDINGS) relatmg
in countries close to the Mediterranean to the emergency research and develop-
which they control. ment budg.et. .

In discussions with respect to the ABM, So at thl~ p,omt ~he Senate ha~ deleted
one of the principal justifications for only $71 ml1hon ~lOm a $20 bllhon-plus
that particular weapons system was the bu~get. Th~ partIcular amendment now
extraordinary CEP which it is estimated bemg ~onsldered asks only for a st.udy
the new Soviet SS-9 missile possesses. of carner force lev.els. Am I not correct?

Mr. CASE. Let me interrupt the Sen- Mr. C~SE. That IS correct. T~e a~end-
ator at that point. That means accuracy. ment plOposes not a det~rmmatlOn of

Mr. SYMINGTON. That is right, and how to spend the sum invol.ved, bu:t
being true, the Defense Department and merely to postpone the spendm.g until
the General Accounting Office have both C~ngress has answered the questIOns we
come up with an almost identical figure, raIse.
that the cost of one modern carrier task Mr. MONDALE. The Senator is
force is some $1 % billion. If it became correct.
important to a possible enemy, say either . Mr. CO~K. Mr. I.'resid~nt, I have been
the other superpower or one of its satel- mterested 111 the dISCUSSIon between the
lites, to defend its position in the Medi- Senator from New Jersey anG the Sen
terranean, then it would seem to me that ator from Missouri, particularly in re
a carrier task force would be a prime gard to ground-to-air missiles, and the
target. vulnerability of the carrier in that re-

There are those no doubt who would gard. Would the Senator from New Jer
disagree. In any case, my question would sey agree that a ground-to-air missile
be: If the accuracy of the Soviet long- would be just as devastating in its ac
range missiles, as reported in secret ses- curacy, for instance, against a C-5A as it
sian, is anything like what we were told, would be against an aircraft carrier?
would it not be a relatively simple matter Mr. CASE. I would be glad to have the
for a missile from the Soviet Union or Senator from Missouri respond to that
from one of its satellites, to destroy a que~tion, because it is directly in his
carrier task force? orbIt.

Mr. CASE. It seems almost elementary Mr. SYMINGTON. I thank the Senator
that that is true. I do not believe it from New Jersey.
could be contested. Mr. COOK. Particularly if the aircraft

Mr. SYMINGTON. I would hope it were 30,000 feet or lower.
never is tested. Mr. SYMINGTON. In reply to the

Let me commend the able Senator question of the able Senator from Ken
from New Jersey for his interesting anal- tucky, there was a time when, because
ysis of a major component of one of of the considered danger, a large part of
the great problems which face this the stl'ategic bomber force was kept on
country today, especially because of the alert, and therefore, it would not have
now obvious serious and growing fint:n- been possible for a ground-to-ground
cial problems the country is also being missile, which I am sure is what the Sen-
forced to face. ator was referring to--

Mr. CASE. I appreciate the words of Mr. COOK, It is.
the distinguished Senator from Missouri, Mr. SYMINGTON (continuing). To
not only as an example of personal great- attack the planes in question.
ness, but as something that gives the In colloquy on the floor in support of
Senator from Minnesota (Mr. MONDALE) the C-5A program, which the able Sen
and me, and our associates in this ven- ator from Kentucky now brings up, I
ture on this particular amendment, great stressed the point that the great advan
confidence that we are on the right track tage of that type and character of plane
because of the authority with which t·he in the world as it is today was its re
Senator from Missouri speaks. mote presence, By that was meant the

fact our C-5A's would be stationed a
relatively long way away from attacking
missiles.

In my colloquy with the Senator from
New Jersey with respect to the Mediter~
ranean, the premise was that no possible
e~emy ~ould need the long-range mis
n.es WhICh would be needed to overcome
the concept of remote presence, and
there naturally would be more time.
If the a~curacy of the Soviet ICBM
called the S8.-·9, is remotely comparabl~
to the accuracy presented on the floor of
the Senate in the ABM discussion and
inasmuch at it is known accuracy' gen
erally increases with a shortening of
range, !RBM's and MRBM's as well as
ICBM's would furnish major danger to
any carrier task force in the Mediter
ranean. We have not yet even talked
about the fantastic air-to-ground and
air-to-sea developments, which would
also create great danger, especially in
that they are also supersonic. Nor have
we talked about something which is now
general knowledge; namely, the large
number of Soviet submarines in the
Mediterranean, a number which occa
sionally increases heavily. Nor have we
yet considered the meaning of the Soviet
bombers we now know are stationed in
countries on the Mediterranean.

I mentioned yesterday that there is
now a base in the United Arab Republic
where it is understood Egyptian citizens
are not allowed to enter. We know that
our carriers are constantly watched by
those bombers.

One of my major points the other day
was that if we adopt this concept of re
mote presence, we have far more time
to handle our forces against known
enemy weaponry, rather than putting
them right under the shadow, not only
of all the missiles, MRBM's, !RBM's and
ICBM's, but also medium bombers' and
relatively short-range fighter bo~bers
not to mention the growing sUbmarin~
force that is gathering in this inland
sea. That was the thrust of my ques
tioning of the Senator from New Jersey.

Mr. COOK. I am not quite sure that
the question has been answered to my
satisfaction, really. The point I am try
ing to make is that, as the Senator from
New Jersey knows, this is the first
amendment to the defense appropriation
bill to which I have been opposed.

Mr. CASE. That the Senator is think
ing of opposing?

Mr. COOK. That I am opposed to. On
the basis, frankly, that we are talking
about the vulnerability of one type of
weaponry, I think that vulnerability ap
plies to other types, including the C-5A.

I think, in essence, what we are say
ing is that, first of all, we picked a magic
figure called 15. There is nothing magic
about that figure. I debated this with
the Senator from Minnesota the other
day, that as a matter of fact, prior to the
Korean war, we had seven carriers and
we got up to 19 and, as a matter of fact,
on all types of carriers during World War
II, we got up to 100; and the fact that
we have the four of the Hancock class
in operation. We do not have them there
because we want four more carriers. We
have them there because we need them.
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As a result of not having modern car

riers, and having to use the four Han
cock-class carriers, we have a rate of ac
cidents on them which is twice the rate
of accidents on the other modern car
riers. We cannot use the sophisticated
type of aircraft that the Navy has on the
Hancock-class carrier.

Thus. in essence, when we put the four
Hancock-class carriers in, or one or two,
let us say, into the Vietnam conflict, we
put inferior airplanes into the air against
the most modern airplanes which the
Russians COUld. utilize on behalf of the
North Vietnamese.

I can only say that I feel it is not a
valid argument that because the Rus
sians do not have any carriers. we should
not have any.

Mr. CASE. If the Senator will permit
an interruption there, I want to raise
the question that if it turns out we get
a little squeezed for time toward the
end, it might be taken into account that
the Senator from Kentucky is arguing
on our time.

Mr. COOK. Let me cut it short then.
Mr. CASE. I do not mean to stop the

Senator. I just wanted to raise the point
that we may want to adjust the time at
the end. because we seem to be arguing
against the amendment on the time of
its proponents.

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, wlll the
Senator from New Jersey yield?

Mr. CASE. I yield.
Mr. STENNIS. I must inform the Sen

ator that virtually all the time has been
allotted on our side. I am sorry. I would
be glad to accommodate anyone that I
could. I can yield 2 minutes to the Sena
tor from Kentucky, if that would help.

Mr. COOK. I wlll cut it short.
Mr. CASE. I do not mean to make a

point of it. really; I just want to raise it
for the future.

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I yield
2 minutes to the Senator from Kentucky
to finish his question.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen
ator from Kentucky is recognized for 2
minutes.

Mr. COOK. Mr. President, to finish the
point of my question. I also do not be
lieve it is a valid argument to say that
because the Russians do not have car
riers. the United Sta tes obviously should
not have them.

Geography has a lot to do with it, as
well as the commitments we have
around the world. which are much more
broadly and geographically located than
those of the Russians. This may be a
problem of ours, but it is at least a
problem of the United States. The Rus
sians do not have the farflung com
mitments that they would have to re
spect and they would have to abide by
that we do. Therefore, it calls for a dif
ferent type of weaponry.

Let me just take 10 seconds to say that
this morning I heard on the radio an
advertisement directed to the young
men of this Nation, to the effect, "Come
fly Navy." Mr. President, I think all of
us will agree that that is a mighty good
thing, but the basis of the argument is
that we should tell them to, "Come flY
Navy," but it will be done on a flattop
built over a rowboat. I say, if we are gO-

ing to maintain our airplanes, and main
tain our Navy, I stand here as a fresh
man Senator who has not voted for all
the figures which the Senator from Min
nesota said. The Senator said he voted
for $200-odd billion. The Senator from
Missouri said he voted almost a trillion
dollars. I have not voted any, but I can
only say that these things that are in
existence became a reality by reason of
the previous actions of this body.

I thank the Senator.
Mr. CASE. Mr. President, the Senator

from Kentucky Is one of the brighest
stars that has entered this firmament in
my time here. I not only cherish our per
sonal relationship, but I have great ad
miration for his enthusiasm, and almost
always for his substantive position.

I am not sure I disagree now with the
propositions the Senator has put for
ward. The point is not that we-the Sen
ator from Minnesota and I-are decid
ing we want only nine carriers, or 10
carriers. or no carriers. or 15 or 16 car
riers. We just say this body, after study.
ought to determine these questions, and
that study has not been made.

Of course I agree with the statement
that the fact that neither the Russians
nor any other pOwer has any attack car
rier force is not a reason necessarily why
we should not have one if our responsi
bilities, as determined after deliberate
thought by this body and the executive
branch, require or suggest that that kind
of military weapon is useful for us. It
may be that we are the only ones who
need it and that we should have it.

What the Senator from Minnesota and
I are saying and urging as strongly as
we can is that we ought to take a look at
these questions and not just assume that
we need them and go ahead. Of course,
we want the best and the most modern
weapons. I agree with that. The ques
tion is: For what purpose and how large?

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, since the
Senator has already been interrupted, I
yield myself 2 minutes to ask a question.

Mr. CASE. Of course, I shall be glad
to yield, but I just want to have one last
word before I finish, finally.

Mr. STENNIS. Excuse me.
Mr. CASE. No; go ahead.
Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President. at this

point the question has been raised about
the 15 carrier force by some persons. That
does not go into the fact that there is
no committal to any particular force of
carriers. The law does not require any
number. It is a matter in the discretion
of the President of the United States.
Of course, he acts through the Secretary
of Defense and the Security Council. He
could cut the number in half now, as far
as the law is concerned. It is a question
of need.

I asked Secretary Laird about this
matter. I do not know of anybody whose
opinion is more important or whose re
sponsibility to review this matter is'
greater. I asked him about it after the
amendment was submitted. In a response
dated, I think, August 13, this paragraph
was included:

The decision to go ahead at this time \\ith
the eVAN program does not commit us to a
force of 15 attack carriers. The program as
sures that our carrier force will be kept
modern and capable of operating against the

current and projected Soviet threat. This
decision also assures that we wlll maintain
In operation an orderly shipbuilding program
to meet the future needs of our Navy.

I submit to the Senator from NeW'
Jersey that that is the very basis. the
foundation, the bottom here of the fundi
we are asking for in this bill.

I am sure the Senator has a respecfl
for the opinion of Secretary Laird. I
know he does. I am not going to ask him
if he does.

How much more review could theY
make on a carrier that is already in the
process of being built right now, with
long leadtime items purchased, with some
money spent, with $140 million contract.
ed for? How much more delay can be
justified?

Mr. CASE. Mr. President, one always
finds himself at a disadvantage in dis.
cussions with the eminent Senator from
Mississippi on any subject, and on none
more severely than on this matter, on
which he has spent so much time. Yet,
with all deference and in great respect
and in the highest affection, I think the
mere fact that we have stat:ted to spend
the money and have made contracts for
long leadtime items for this weapon,
should not deter us from stopping and
having a further look.

As the Senator, of course, knows, we
are not suggesting that the items for
which contracts have been made be
stopped. It is largely the propulsion sys
tem that is under contract, if I am not
mistaken. That will go ahead, under our
amendment, and the long leadtime items
will not be delayed in any way. What we
are talking about is work done by the
shipyards, largely, the major part of the
ship itself.

As the Senator knows, we are not even
mostly concerned with this partiCUlar
ship. This is not to say that the $377
million is nothing. This is not peanuts,
as the Senator always has recognized. No
one is more careful than he about the
money of the taxpayers. But what we
really want to emphasize is that-not in
derogation or In criticism of the execu
tive branch or Secretary Laird or his
predecessor or the Joint Chiefs or the
Navy Department or anyone else-their
views must be taken seriously into ac
count by the Congress, but, beyond that,
Congress has its own responsibility to
make up its own mind, and it is the ulti
mate arbiter as to where~he public's
money is going to go.

Mr. GOLDWATER. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield at that point?

Mr. CASE. I yield.
Mr. GOLDWATER. I am in agreement

with the Senator's contention that we
must exercise more surveillance over the
funds being spent, but I want to remind
the Senator that on two previous occa
sions this body transferred the respon
sibility he is talking about.

When the Reorganization Act of 1947
went through, the Joint Chiefs of Staff
were charged with the primary re
sponsibility of determining weapons
needs, and so forth; and then when the
Security Council was formed. they were
given this responsibility, too.

The Constitution was never very spe
cific about Congress responsibility in
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this regard. I think it has always been
looked upon by the courts and experts
in constitutional law as being a sort of
two-armed thing, that the executive
branch and the Congress would work
together in these fields. But I was read
ing the Reorganization Act just the
other day, and the language is very ex
plicit in charges made to the Chiefs of '
Staff as to their responsibility in this
field.

I would certainly join the Senator to
some extent in this, but if he would be
interested in nailing down this re
sponsibility, we should be talking about
legislative language that would repeal
this charge given to the Joint Chiefs of
Staff and the Security Council.

I just wanted to inject that thought
here, because this is tile first time, I
think, since 1917, that an authorization
act has taken more than 2 or 3 or 4 or
5 days to complete, since the debate on
the arming of merchant ships debate on
the floor of the Senate, when the argu
ments were prolonged.

I wanted to make that a part of the
RECORD, because I put in the RECORD ear
lier a complete study on the constitu
tional and legal ramifications of this
point.

Mr. CASE. I appreciate the contribu
tion that the Senator from Arizona has
made, and the spirit in which it is made;
and I certainly would be most happy to
join with him in a thoughtful and deep
study of the problem of the relationships
between the responsibilities of the exec
utive branch and those of Congress.

Mr. GOLDWATER. There has never
been any question, I might say, about
that relationship. It has always been rec
ognized as sort of a two-armed thing. We
recognize it, and the executive branch
has recognized it. We admit that the ex
ecutive branch is responsible for foreign
policy, and we have to advise and consent
in it; but the formulation of strategy and
tactics and decisions on weaponry have
been formally turned over to other orga
nizations; and if we want it back, so that
we can act as many people feel we should,
I think we would have to think about
legislation to accomplish it. I would not
introduce such legislation, but I would
seriously consider helping the Senator
if he wanted to.

Mr. CASE. I think if there is any dis
agreement between us--respecting this
amendment, of course, I understand the
Senator's position-but if there is any
real disagreeme'lt between us on the
broad question, I should be very much
surprised. I think the difference is largely
one of semantics.

Obviously, these decisions have to be
made ultimately by the American pub
lic. What is it willing to do? What is it
willing to spend? How Sh:lUld its re
sources be allocated? How much does
1t want to get into the world outside, and
to what extent does its own security de
pend on what it coes in regard to these
matters?

All of these questions depend ulti
mately on decision~ of the people. The
people do not vote upon these questions
directly; they are not referendums. But,
nevertheless, without broad approval of
the course that the U.S. Government

takes, it cannot function; and so it de
pends upon the people.

That means, coming back to the Sen
ator's point, that joint action and co
operation between the executive branch
and the Congress is essential, too. But
when you come down to it, if the func
tion of Congress is merely to take a
cursory look, as it were, at what is pro
posed by the executive branch, and if
the Presidency is to be limited to a rela
tively small group of people overlooking
and overseeing what the Military Estab
lishment proposes, then there is no real
cooperation, no real joint effort, but
really just a rubberstamping.

It is the desire to make our congres
sional role more effective that really
motivates us in this amendment.

Mr. GOLDWATER. The reason I
wanted to get that in, is that the amend
ment, as it now reads, is in effect a stUdy
amendment. We have, in this body, given
to other groups the responsibility of
making those studies. Had the money
limitations remained in the amendment,
that would not necessarily apply. But
the matter has been very deeply studied,
reviewed, and analyzed by the very bodies
that we in Congress have charged with
the responsibility of making these
studies.

I would say that if the amendment
passes, the matter would probably, on
referral to a proper committee, go right
back to the Security Council and the
Joint Chiefs of Staff for further study.

Mr. CASE. Surely we will always want
their advice, and rely heavily upon it.
But the Senator has correctly, I think,
come to the real point of contention here,
and that is, how heavily we shall rely
upon it, and how much we shall-not all
the time, not every year, but from time
to time-go out and seek our own exper
tise, in addition to the advice that we
get from this terribly important, terribly
good institution that we have established,
as the Senator suggests.

Mr. President, before I yield the floor,
I wish to make one further observation
which I think is worth considering, and
that is that the present carrier, was
scheduled for full funding in 1969, but
it was delayed until 1970. I do not think
anyone contends that that has had or
will have any disastrous effects.

Mr. President, in this morning's Wash
ington Post an editorial supporting the
position of the Senator from Minnesota
and me appeared as the lead editorial. I
ask unanimous consent that the editorial
entitled "Gunboat Incident on the Hill,"
published in the Washington Post of Fri
day, September 12, 1969, be printed in the
RECORD at this po1rlt.

There being no objection, the editorial
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

GUNBOAT INCIDENT ON THE HILL

Tile Senate is to vote today on an amend
ment to the $20 billlon mllltary authoriza
tion b!l1 that would delay until next year.
pending a full review, any further spending
on a second Nimitz-type aircraft carrier. The
amendment is sponsored by Senators Mon
dale and Case and it makes good sense, not
becn-use the case against a new carrier has
been made-although in our view that case is
~trong-but becau~e the case tor a new car-

riel' has not been made. Where Senators Jack
son and Stennis, who oppose the amendment,
would go ahead as usual and rubberstamp
the Pentagon's request, the review proposed
in the Mondale-Case amendment would help
the Senate jUdge the request on its merits.
That is exactly what ought to be done.

Mr. Mondale claimed earlier this week that
the Navy desires the new carrier in order to
hold the size of its carrier force at the tradi
tional level of 15. He questioned the cost,
effectiveness and inVUlnerability of carriers
as against land bases. Senator Case is wor
ried lest the mere avaUability of a carrier
create or enllll'ge an American "commit
ment," apart from executive w1l1 or legisla
tive consent aUke. To these questions, the
Navy has responded with an emotional force
suggesting that it feels its very purpose of
existence has been challenged. And Senator
Jackson declares confidently that carriers are
essential to "project modern tactical air
power into those parts of the world where
we have vital interests."

Mr. Jackson has backed into the central
Issue. Just what are the "Vital interests"
which require another carrier costing the
better part of a billion dollars? This questloll
would be tackled by the stUdy Which the
Mondale-Case amendment would have the
General Accounting Office organize for the
Senate, and rightly so. because this question
should have been the basis of the admin
istration's own carrier presentation aU along;
and yet the answer remains far from clear
in the light of the new turn Mr. Nixon ap
parently has in mind in the role this country
is gOing to play around the world.

President Nixon has just enunciated a new
Asia policy calling upon Asians to provide
their own first Hne of defense. Any clear-eyed
observer can see that if this polley means
anything it must mean that the United
States is not going to be "projecting modern.
tactical air power" around the world in the
same way as it has In recent years. But the
Pentagon is asking for a new carrier as
though President Nixon had never spoken
and as though there had never been a Viet
nam. This is not to say that Senators Stennis
and Jackson must embrace the new Nixon
doctrine. But surely Mr. Nixon can be ex
pected to embrace it, and to reconcile it with
his military bUdget requests.

Mr. CASE. Mr. President, reserving the
unused time on our side, I yield the floor.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President. I ex
pected to yield 10 times at this time to
the Senator from Wyoming, but he seems
to have been called from the floor for a
minute. I suggest the absence of a quo
rum.

Mr. CASE. Without the time being
charged to either side?

Mr. STENNIS. Yes; I ask unanimous
consent that the time for the quorum
call be charged to neither side. -It will
be brief.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered. The clerk will
call the roll.

The assistant legislative clerk pro
ceeded to call the roll.

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I ask
unanimous consent that the order for
the quorum call be rescinded.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I yield
10 minutes to the Senator from Virginia.

The PRESIIHNG OFFICER. The Sen
ator from Vi~'ginia is recognized for 10
minutes.

Mr. SPONG. Mr. President, initially,
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I should like to express my view that the
Senators who have sponsored this
amendment have rendered a service to
the Senate and to the Nation. The future
role of the aircraft carrier is a subject
quite appropriate for debate at this time.
Questions raised during the debate are,
in my judgment, necessary and asking
them is an essential part of the legisla
ti'/e process when our economy, national
security and foreign policy present prob
lems of perhaps greater complexity than
ever before.

The revised amendment before us is
identical to the previous amendment on
this subject with two exceptions: these
provide that the study will now be made
by the Congress, but that the General
Accounting Office will edit studies made
by the executive branch with respect to
the question raised in the amendment.
Additionally, It removes the prohibition
against expenditures for lead-time items.
While these changes improve the
amendment, I nevertheless oppose it.

Sponsors of the amendment base much
of their argument in questioning the
justification for a continuing fieet of 15
attack calTler task forces. I believe a
continuing policy of 15 attack carriers
should be questioned in terms of costs,
future policy, effectiveness, and our na
tional security, However, we should not
let this obscure the real question that is
before the Senate at this time, which is:
Do we authorize additional funds for
the second of three nuclear carriers un
der the multicontract system which has
already begun in order that the second
attack eanier may join the fleet as
scheduled In 1974? I believe that we
should authorize this carrier, There is
no magic in the number 15 and we are
not determining force level In this
authorization. The number of aircraft
carriers has fluctuated sufficiently since
World War II to Indicate they will con
tinue to fluctuate as the International
situation changes.

If it should be determined that we
shOUld reduce our carrier force level in
the next several years, this should be
done by retiIing World War II carriers
rather than canceling or delaying con
struction of new nuclear powered attack
carriers. Six of our attack carriers were
launched during or just after World War
n.

New'modern carriers are required to
provide larger decks and aircraft sup
port facilities necessary to support mod
ern aircraft. The older Essex class
attack carrier, four of which are still
In the fleet, cannot be converted again
to accommodate the newet aircraft now
deployed. The first of the three attaek
carriers now planned should be ready
for the fleet in 1972 and will replace the
Hancock which was commissioned in
1944. CVAN-69 scheduled for completion
in 1974 and CVAN-70 planned to join
the fleet in 1976 will repll\ce ships 26 and
30 years old. Modernization of the older
caniers such as the Midway has proved
to be more costly than expected and
consequently the Coral Sea and the
Franklin D. Roosevelt probably "ill not
be modernized. This, then, will provide
us in 1976 with only 8 carriers of the
Forrestal class plus the nuclear Enter-
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prise-all under 25 years old; the mod
ernized Midway plus the three nuclear
caniers, the Nimitz, now under contract,
and the CVAN-69 and CVAN-70, planned
for 1974 and 1976. This provides a fieet
of 13 carriers which can be used effec
tively and only four of these will be
nuclear powered.

It has also been argued that this car
rier-CVAN-69-should be delayed or
not constructed because other nations
have no carriers, the Soviet Union being
used as a prime example. I do not sub
scribe to the theory that the United
States' weaponry should be patterned
after that of the Soviet Union's. History,
commitments, and geography impose
different requirements upon us than the
Soviets. In my judgment, until we have
more evidence of a better chance for
peace on earth, our weaponry must be
sufficiently diversified to provide the best
possible defense in any contingency.

The absence of a Soviet carrier force
is not relevant to the question at issue.
Russia's geographic location within and
contiguous to European and Asian land
masses would seem to be an obvious fac
tor affecting the Soviets' decision not to
build attack carriers at this time. Rus
sia is far less dependent on overseas lo
gistic supply lines and on oVerseas al
liances for their national objectives than
the United States. The Soviets control an
extensive system of land-all' bases
throughout areas of the world vital to
them. Our position with respect to some
of the overseas land bases is tenuous.
and our experiences with France and
Morocco would seem to Indicate the need
for alternatives. Moreover, we must be
mindfUl of our experiences in Korea
where every land base was immediately
overrun and our first all' strikes were
totally and completely sustained by air
craft carriers. Recent events concerning
land bases in Spain and Libya remind us
that foreign bases are subject to nego
tiation and political action.

As for the British: A review of the
debates In the House of Commons dur
ing the years when the future of
Britain's policy with regard to carriers
was being determined will show the basis
upon which a decision to support no car
riers after the mid-1970's was made--a
policy decision that Britain could no
longer afford to maintain a presence east
of Suez.

When the British Government an
nounced the decision, the First Sea Lord
and the Navy Minister, Mr. Christopher
Mayhew resigned. I should like to quote
excerpts from a personal statement
made in the House of Commons on the
22d of February, 1966, by Mr. Mayhew:

The most spectacular and controversial of
the cuts was the cancellation Of the new
carrier. I would like to make it clear that
my position throughout the Defense Review
has been that if the GO\'ernment Insist on a
world role east of Suez in the 1970's, then
carriers are essential, and that my duty as
Navy Minister was to fight for them.

At the same time, although not my direct
personal responsiblllty, I did not hesitate to
question Whether we shOUld adopt that roJe.
whether that was the right role for Britain in
the 1970's. As long ago as Aprll, 1963, after
visiting the Far East and the Gulf as deputy
spokesman for then Opposition on foreign
affairs, I sent a report to the present Prime

M1nister expressing the same doubts about
this role that I propose to express later on,
and recommending a policy of gradual Jong
term disengagement. It seems to be perfectly
logical and honourable to hold doubts about
remaining east of Suez in the 1970's, but, at
the same time, to say, as Navy Minister, that
If the Government insist on remaining east
Of Suez in the 1970's the Na\'y will need new
carriers.

I would now like to explain the reasons
Why a viable carrier force is absolutely essen
tiallf we a,re to stay east of Suez in the 1970's
and Why the plan for carriers given in the
White Paper wiII not work. The four major
reasons why the carriers would be essential
are these. First, they enable us to exercise
air power in any part of the ocean and not
merely within an agreed manageable range
of land-air base. Outside this agreed range
only carriers can provide the air strike and
air defense to protect naval shipping or an
amphibious force, or replenishment ships or
merchant ships, and so on. Any mllltary
operation involving the use of such shipping
must have carrier support, either British or
American. That is agreed and no one dIs
putes it. Outside of this range, without a
carrier the Navy is unprotected. It is a "sit
ting duck" for any smalI country with a few
Soviet bombers or missile patrol craft.

The second reason Why carriers are essen
tial if we are to stay east of Suez Is that
they provIde essential reinsurance against
the loss of a land-air base. Land bases and
carriers are both vulnerable. The most ex
tensive analyses show that In Vietnam the
carrier Is less vulnerable and less expensive
than the land-all' base. Without the carrier
one has alI of one's eggs in one bnsket. Every
thing wlIl depend on one a-Ir base. If it Is sab
otaged or mortared by guerrlIlas, one Is left
with no all' cover at alL

The third reason why carriers are essen
tial if we are to stay east of' Suez is their
deterrent power. This has been proved over
and over again from practical experience and
arises from the factors I have Just men
tioned. Phasing out the carriers will encour
age our adversaries east of Suez at the very
time that they will make It more difficult
for us to cope with that chal1enge If It
comes.

The fourth reason Is that carriers are ex
tremely l1exible. They can provide all' de
fense, ground attack and full1l1 other func
tions which make them Infinitely valuable
for deaIlng with unpredictable occasions, as,
again, has been shown in experience. Prac
tlcally alI our peace-keeping operations since
the war were not, and could not have been,
predicted.

Those, then, are the reasons why, If we
must stay east of Suez In the 1970's, we are,
In my view, morally obliged to do so With a
viable Navy and a viable carrier force....

The British are not phasing out their
carriers because they question effective
ness or fear vulnerability. A policy deci
sion, based largely on economics, was
made which restricts the role Britaln
and its navy-will play in the world after
the mid-1970's.

Were the Government of the United
States to determine that we should dras-

, tlcally reduce our commitments through
out the world, as have the British, then
the need for modern carriers might be
removed. At this time, however, we must
pass upon authorizations within the con
text of present policy and world condi
tions.

Admiral Rlckover recently wrote to
Senator STENNIS, and I quote excerpts
from that letter:

No valid plan exists for overseas military
operations by the Army, by the All' Force, or
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by amphibious forces, which does not depend
on our ability to guarantee free use of the
seas. Virtually all supplies to Vietnam, for
example, have been carried by ships. . ..

Without a modern attack carrier force,
the United States Is not assured free use of
the seas In those areas of the world that are
important to us. It is simply not practicable
to establish enough land air bases adequately
prepared, provisioned. defended, and within
range of potential areas of conflict.

We should recognize the development
of Soviet naval power since the Cuban
missile crisis as an instrument of Soviet
policy. While it is true that as yet they
have no attack carriers, we must ac
knowledge recognition of the essentiality
of sea power by the Soviet Union and its
development of a modern fleet including
aircraft cruisers, helicopter carriers, new
classes of nuclear and conventional sub
marines. This has been documented time
and time again by the Armed Services
Committee and was documented in tes
tImony before the Joint Committee on
Atomic Energy. Russian squadrons today
cruise the seven seas of the world from
the Caribbean to the Persian Gulf.

The free use of the seas is essential
to the system of alliances upon whIch
the security of the United States has
been built.

Sir Francis Bacon once wrote:
He that commands the sea is at great lib

erty and may take as much and as little of
the war as he will.

I shall vote against the amendment.
Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, will the

Senator yIeld?
Mr. SPONG. I am pleased to yield, on

the remainder of my time.
Mr. MONDALE. I yield on my time.
I commend the Senator from Virginia

for a most capable statement. Is the
Senator satisfied that Congress has as
fully evaluated as it should these policy
questions that bear on the need for a
15-attack-carrier force level?

Mr. SPONG. I would say, in response
to the Senator from Minnesota, that it
would be my hope that In the future we
would look further into the necessity for
15 carriers. But I would say that the
crux of this debate is whether we should
authorize another modem nuclear car
rier. In my judgment, this is needed,
and badly needed, at this time, if we are
to carry out our present policy.
If I correctly understand what the Sen

ator from Mississippi said on Wednes
day, he spelled this out. I might say to
the Senator from Minnesota that I cov
ered this in my remarks, but because of
the limitation of time, I passed over it
very quickly. I wouid anticipate that
there wouid be a reduction to possibly
12 or 13 carriers, if we phase out the
present carriers.

But, to answer the question of the Sen
ator from Minnesota specifically, I hope
that Congress will continue to look into
the necessity for the 15 attack carrier
level, and I find no magic in that figure.

Mr. MONDALE. I find the Senator's
response very encouraging.

It is true that this amendment does
raise, as an operative fact, the question
of commencement time on laying of the
keel of the second nuclear Nimitz-class

carrier. But the important point is to
have the kind of long overdue congres
sional study as to the need for 15 attack
carriers, what kinds of carriers we need,
because we obviously need some, how
they should be deployed, what has been
the history of their deployment, and the
other facts and data that will help us to
understand these problems of force level
and deployment. That is what we seek
to do with this amendment.

Mr. SPONG. Regardless of what the
Senator from Minnesota says he seeks to
do with the amendment, the Senator
from Virginia must be concerned with
the immediate elIect of the amendment,
which, in my judgment, is to delay un
wisely a new attack carrier.

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I yield
5 minutes to the Senator from Wyoming.

Mr. HANSEN. Mr. President, the pro
posed amendment to S. 2546 would with
hold funds for the completion of a nu
clear-powered carrier of the Nimitz
class, planned for completion in 1974,
until after the Comptroller General of
the United States has completed a study
of the projected costs and effectiveness
of attack aircraft carriers. It is eVident,
then, that the purpose of the amend
ment is not only to question the funds
for this carrier but also to place the whole
concept of the attack canier weapons
system in jeopardy.

It is surprising, in the light of recent
events, that there should be an attempt
to disapprove funds for the continuation
of a weapons system which history has
proven as one of our most elIective in
struments in support of national polley.
Since its Inception, the carrier and its
aircraft have been an unequaled success
as a weapon of war. In World War II, it
was the keystone of our entire Pacific
war elIort. In the Atlantic, it prOVided
the protection for the sealanes so that
we might provIde vItal war material for
our own overseas forces and for those of
our allies, and it provided the means to
retaliate against aggression in Europe by
making it possible to place our forces on
the shores of North Africa in our first
step in the long journey to Rome and
Berlin. In Korea, carriers helped to pro
vide tactical alrpower to stem the Red
tide after it swept over the entire coun
try except the Pusan perimeter. WIthout
the protective umbrella of carrier tac
tIcal air, .coupled with the firepower of
other ships of the task force, the extrac
tion of our hard-pressed troops at the
port of Hungnam would not have been
possible. In the simmering Near East,
carrIers provided ready reply to aggres
sion li1 Lebanon and Suez, and in politi
cally troubled areas of the Western
Hemisphere such as· the Dominican Re
public and Cuba, carrier air was immedi
ately available to support our foreign
policy.

Again, at the beginning of t{)day's
conflict in Vietnam, carriers were
promptly at the scene in 1964, providing
airpower while airbases ashore were
being established. During the most ac
tive period of the campaign against
North Vietnam, carrier aircraft pro
vided about half of the air strikes, and
even today, our carriers are on station in

the Tonkin Gulf, supporting the efforts
of our troops ashore.

To doubt the value of the carrier Is to
doubt the value of airpower itself, for
the carrier merely serves to transport
that airpower where it is needed, over
the three-fourths of the earth where
ships can navigate. Carrier aircraft have
a tactical radius of about 600 nautical
miles and can reach 85 percent of the
area of the world outside the United
States and the Soviet Union where there
is the greatest likelihood of trouble. Air
to-air refueling makes it practical to ex
tend a significant part of our naval air
power even farther.

The Department of Defense has con
ducted a virtually continuing review of
cost and elIectiveness of attack carriers
over the recent past several years. The
carrier has survived critical examination
by personnel schooled in cost analysis as
well as by those with wide military ex
perience. It seems rather surprising,
then, that the Comptroller General
should be asked to embark upon a com
prehensive stUdy and investigation of the
past and projected costs and effective
ness of attack carriers and their task
forces and a thorough review of the con
siderations which went into the decision
to maintain the present number of at
tack carriers.

The questions in the amendment
which the Comptroller General would be
asked to answer are the very ones that
the Department of Defense has been
addressing over a long period of time and
for which adequate answers are avaIl
able. In some cases, the questions may be
answered by statistical analysis, as in
the cost comparison of land- and sea
based airpower. Relative investment and
opet'ating costs vary in different situa
tions, but overall costs are about the
same when basing, support, logIstic and
defense costs are considered for both.
The reply to others may be found in his
torical example. As Santayana has said,
those who ignore hIstory are condemned
to relive it. Some of the questions in the
amendment required an opinion, where a
conglomerate of attitUde, fact, figure,
and experience, are melded into a logical
conclusion. Those questions are best an
swered by those who have had actual
experience in the field. .

Because of time limitations, I will not
comment on all the questions raised in
the amendment, but I would like to com
ment on those I consider most important.

As to the missions of the attack car
rier in limited war and in strategic nu
clear planning: All of our major war
plans for limited and strategic nuclear
war feature the attack carrier as a means
of placing tactical airpower where it is
needed quickly, efficiently, and, if need
be, quietly. Its inherent advantages of
mobility, flexibility, and controllabllity
as a weapon of war make it an essential
part of planning over a broad band of
cases-from a show-the-flag situation by
peacetime port visiting; through demon
strationof force where the presence of
carrier airpower is made obvious, as it
was in the DominIcan Republic in 1961;
through actual participation for as long
as is required in limited wars such as
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Korea. and Vietnam; through full scale
conventional wars such as World War II,
to the all-out nuclear war, where the
carrier, because of its mobility, Is likely
to survive to provide the balance of
power.

The amendment questions our keep
ing two carriers in the Mediterranean
and from three to five in the Western
Pacific. The reply must be that these are
two primary overseas areas which are
presently critical to the interests of the
United States. It is not mere tradition
that dictates our carrier presence in the
Mediterranean. It is the fact that the
countries bordering the Mediterranean
have been, and continue to be, under
long-term pressure from the Soviets, and
the Mediterranean has become increas
ingly an arena of contention for Soviet
and United States political and military
forces. Frequent probings of our 6th
Fleet by aircraft based in the United
Arab Republic, the startling growth of
the Soviet presence in the Mediterranean
over the past few years, continuing skir
mishes between Soviet-supplied Arab
forces and those of Israel, the overthrow
of the Libyan Government a few days
agO-all these are indicators of the po
litical instability and military challenge
which dictate our close attention to that
part of the world. Our interests there
can be protected most effectively and
least obtrusively by means of sea-based
airpower.

The same considerations apply in the
Western Pacific. Until there is no longer
a need for military support for our com
mitments in Vietnam, Taiwan, Japan,
and Korea, we will need carriers to pro
vide that support. And if it becomes nec
essary to withdraw our military presence,
all that is required is a change of course
of the aircraft carrier. The shrinking
overseas base structure-68 major bases
have been closed since 1961--serves as a
reminder that the best, and in some cases
the only way to place airpower where it
is needed on an as-Iong-as-required basis
is through the carrier. .

The amendment questions the need for
a I-for-l carrier replacement in view of
the added capabilities of newer ships. It
is true that the Nimitz-class carrier in
corporates improvements over the Essex
class which it will replace-it woUld be
disappointing if it did not, considering
available advancements in technology
and the lessons of operational experience.
There will be improvements in the sur
vivability of the ship, inclUding armored
decks, added torpedo protcction, decep
tive electronics S3'3tems for missile de
fense, and missile systems on the ship
itself. There will be improvements in
operational capability-the Nimitz class
wiII carry twice as much aircraft fuel and
50 percent more ammunition than the
most recently constructed attack carrier,
and, in addition, its nuclear engineering
plant will enable it to cruise at top speed
almost indefinitely. And, most impor
tantly, there will be improvements per
mitting operation of the most advanced
aircraft which Essex-class carriers can
not operate today. However, even as we
make improvements in our weapons, so

do our potential enemies. For example,
the Soviets have flown eight new models
of fighter aircraft over the past 8 years.
Their standard fighter of today compares
favorably with the Navy'S F-4 fighter.
They have a growing and increasingly
capable new Navy which has been de
scribed as a technological marvel, con
sisting of helicopter carriers,nuclear and
conventional submarines. and missile
armed cruisers. These and other modern
weapons of war, coupled with policies
which permit aggression such as the in
vasion of Czechoslovakia, constitute a
threat which we cannot ignore and which
demands the best in military prepared
ness on our part.

Several questions relating to the effi
ciency of the carrier weapons system are
raised in the amendment--questions con
cerning backup forces for carriers on
the-line and the proportion of th~ ship's
airpower needed for scIf defense. I am
sure .that an over-sinmlified answer
would not be helpfUl, since any meaning
ful reply would have to be based on a
dewription of the military situation at
the moment. The Navy reports that today
our carriers in the Tonkin Gulf devote
about 5 percent of their airpower to de
fense, and the remainder performs in
the attack role. In a situation where there
might be a serious threat to the task
force, as much as one-third of the total
aircraft complement might be so assigned.
The military pressure at the moment,
then, really determines what part of the
carrier's airpower is needed for defense.

Likewise, the pressure of the hour must
determine what part of the entire car
rier forces would be on-the-Iine, and
what part would be held in reserve. Over
a long period, where steady-state deploy
ment of our forces to distant stations
under limited war or quasi-peace condi
tions is required, it is most efficient to
keep five of our attack carriers deployed
to distant waters, while the others op
erate near the U.S. to provide for ready
reinforcements if necessary, proving new
equipment, developing new tactlcs and
doctrines, providing for fleet training and
maintenance, and allowing for some
time in their home ports. Under emer
gency conditions, however, all of those
carriers not actually in overhaul-nor
mally not more than one or two in over
haul-could be dispatched immediately
where needed. In World War II, 85 per
cent of our more than 100 carriers were at
sea.

I do not presume by these blief re
marks to reply to the sweeping questions
posed by this amendment. I believe, none
theless, that in our common knOWledge
and from the detailed information al
ready avaUable through the Department
of Defense, we can conclude that we
should assure the future of the aircraft
carrier as a weapons system, that we
should not defer the funds for CVANX,
69, and that we should not burden the
Comptroller General with studying this
problem.

We must maintain the flexible, mobile,
controllable, effective system provided by
the aircraft carrier, but in order to do
so, we must replace our aging Essex-class

carriers in an orderly, logically planned
manner. I urge Senators now to join me
In voting against this amendment and
in approving the remaining funds for the
second Nimitz-class cal'lier-an essential
step in the modernization of our carrier
forces.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
yields time?

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President, I yield
myself 3 minUtes.

The Senator from Minnesota is a very
capable debater and is very fair in his
presentation; but, in his Questions to
the Senator from New Jersey, the Sena
tor complained more or less that the
,senate had not yet made :.ny appreciable
reduction in this bill.

I want tv give the Senator a deferential
reply. The amendments involved here,
or most of them, have gone to the very
heart, the bone, and the muscle of our
military program for the 1975 period.
In other words, they are attemptJng to
cut out the very cutting edge of our
weaponry for these years, in advance
when we do not know what the situation
will be. That is a quick summary of why
the Senate, in its deliberations, has
turned down these amendments. There
are other reasons, too.

Mr. President, I placed in the RECORD
early in the debate the fact that the
committee itself cut out $971 million
from the bill, and a projection of what
that means in savings over a period of
years. According to present calculations
that would total more than $46 billion.
We made reductions in going over the
bUt. That is a projected cost over future
years.

Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, will the
Senator yield?

Mr. STENNIS. I yield to the Senator
from Minnesota.

Mr. MONDALE. I do not wish to be
misunderstood. My comments were With
respect to the bill reported from the
committee from which we have since
deleted oniy $71 million.

Mr. STENNIS. I understand, but be
fore the bill arrived here it had been
worked on in other ways. It started out
as a budget of $80 blllion, not all of it
in this bill. Reductions had already been
made by others. For instance, Mr. Laird
announced an additional reduction of
$1.5 billion and specified it, and he said
he was planning to announce an addi
tional $1.5 b1l1ion; that so far as the
spending and the future impact of it,
it would be $5 to $6 billion; and counting
the future part also it may wind up cut
to the bone with around $71 to $72 b1l1ion
for the entire m1litary budget.

In addition to that, in an orderly way
next year I hope we can make some
further reductions. I know the Senator
made a point and he made it with great
sincerity. However, I think that is part
of the answer.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?

Mr. STENNIS. If I have any time re
maining, I will be happy to yield to the
Senator. I had yielded myself 3 minutes.

Mr. President, have I used that time?
The PRESIDING OFFICER <Mr. BuR-
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nICK in the chair). The Senator has used
that time.

Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, I yield
the Senator from Arkansas such time as
he may desire.

The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen
ator from Arkansas is recognized.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. Mr. President, I was
going to ask the Senator just a few ques
tions for my information about the cost
of this ship.

I was visited a few minutes ago in my
office by a very distinguished delegation
from New York. They visited me because
of my membership on the Committee on
Finance. They were very disturbed about
the proposals in the pending tax bill re
lating to charitable deductions. One of
these men said that he is the president of
the largest group of purely local charita
ble organizations in the United States,
which collects about $25 million a year.
This money supports a number of hospi
tals, and the group makes contributions
to one hospital which he said is the prin
cipal hospital in one of the ghetto areas.
He gave me a very appealing account of
the damaging effect of the tax bill, if it
alters certain provisions with regard to
depreciation and so forth. He did make
an impressive presentation.

Now, to come to the item we are dis
cussing-the amendment introduced by
the Senator from Minnesota. It is my un
derstanding that while the authorization
contemplated is around $500 million,
nevertheless if this ship is built, when it
is finally equipped and is part of the car
rier task force. this one carrier and sup
porting ships and planes, and so forth,
the Navy estimates the cost will be $1.8
billion. Is that correct?

Mr. MONDALE. The Senator is correct.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. And over a period of

10 years, let us say-they should last that
long although they become obsolete very
quickly-the cost of maintaining air
planes on ships of this character is sub
stantially greater than the maintenance
of land-based airplanes of similar strik
ing power. Is that correct?

Mr. MONDALE. The Senator is correct.
Unfortunately, we are aware of classified
data developed by the Systems Analysis
Branch of the Department of Defense,
which shows a very impressive increase
in the cost for sea-based as against land
based aircraft, but we cannot use those
figures.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. I think it is abso
lutely absurd that we cannot use those
figures. To deny them because of security
is only kidding the American people. How
could the enemy be influenced by know
ing the cost? They know we are extrava
gant, improvident. and that we throw
money away. This is ridiculous. I gravely
protest the classification of costs of this
kind when we are dealing in both Houses
with appropriations. The one remaining
power of Congress is the 'power over the
purse. and it is being eroded rapidly. I do
not see how we can accept a policy which
classifies costs of a weapon of this kind.

Mr. MONDALE. This. of course. is part
of the unevenness of the struggle. I know.
for a fact, that certain recommendations
have been made by that same branch

about reducing the number of attack
carriers but I cannot use them.

Also, the Senator from Arkansas is in
possession of classified information about
the ways in which the carrier has been
used, the so-called military cost. The
Senator has seen that list. Is it the an
pression of the Senator that the list is
classified to keep the enemy from having
essential information or is it likely the
Navy is more concerned about political
embarrassment?

Mr. FULBRIGHT. The only reason I
can think of is that classification insu
lates the administration from Congress
so it cannot take intelligent and informed
action with regard to the defense budget.
That is the only reason I can see for the
classification.

Does the Senator from Mississippi have
any knowledge as to why the cost. of
maintenance of airplanes should be
classified?

Mr. STENNIS. In the first place. the
information is available to every Mem
ber of this body and the House of Rep
resentatives. There is no question about
that. Relating to some of these matters,
it would be telling the adversary every
thing we have. Those that are most fa
miliar with this matter can point out
good reasons why it is not desirable to
tell the price. the numbers, and total cost.
It is good sound logic, and there is a
reason for it. By that. I mean told
publicly.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. I cannot see the
slightest reason.

Mr. STENNIS. The Senator does not
see it. It Is there.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. We are not talking
about how many we have. We are talking
about what it costs to maintain this car
rier the Navy is asking for, with its ships.

Mr. MONDALE. We have the operating
cost. The Senator from Louisiana has
that. What we do not have and what will
not be shown to uS,and what they refuse
to show me, is the July 25. 1969, memo
randum in which the Systems Analysis
Branch of the Department of Defense
made a calculation which shows the cost
of sea-based air as against a wing of
land-based air is incredibly higher. That
information we have not been shown.
and they refuse to show it.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. I see no good reason
why it is not shown to Senators. It
should be a matter of public informa
tion. The public pays the taxes. They pay
for these ships. and they should be en
titled to know how they are used and
what they cost. I reject their reasons for
classifying this kind of material. In fact,
the Defense Department classifies aU
kinds of materials solely to protect it
self from criticism.

Mr. MONDALE. I agree.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Not only in this field

but in other fields which have nothing to
do with the security of our country.

Mr. MONDALE. I agree with the
Senator.

Mr. STENNIS. Mr. President. who has
the floor?

Mr. MONDALE. I had yielded to the
Senator on my time.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. I will yield to the

Senator from Mississippl1f he wishes to
be recognized.

Mr. STENNIS. No. I merely ask the
Senator to yield to this extent.

The Senator from Minnesota referred
to what he called a study by Systems
Analysis of a great many grave, critical
situations, possibilities. and alternatives,
and everything that goes with· trying to
find the best answer. That cannot be
spread out before our adversaries by men
held in responsible positions as they are.
After all these years, I get impatient, too.
at times. about.classified matter. but I
find good and solid reason for most all
of It. That is my opinion.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. Incidentally. while
I have the Senator's attention, has he
made up his mind about the amend
ment I have with regard to reports orig
inating from outside the Department,
particularly in the so-called think tanks,
such as the Hudson Institute, and
whether they should not be made avail
able, for example, to the Senate?

I have an amendment which we dis
cussed before the recess. I do not know
whether the Senator said he would give
me an answer today as to whether he
will accept my amendment. I would
very much like to have the amendment
adopted. When the Congress pays for a
report from the Hudson Institute, for
example, we ought to have it made
available. What they have done in the
past is if they like it. it is published. and
if they do not like it, then it is classified
so that we cannot see it. When we pay
for it from public funds, and a report is
made by an agency outside the Govern
ment. it should be made available to
Congress and the public.

Has the Senator agreed to accept
that? I hope so.

Mr. STENNIS. Let me point out that
this is a very serious bill now before the
Senate. If the Senator was handling a
bill of this import in his committee and
I jumped in during the closing hours of
debate and asked him something about
a remote and far-fetched matter, I think
I would think I was very much out of
order.

I do have an answer for the Senator,
but I declare that it has no relevancy,
as I see it, to this debate. We will get to
that in time. I was taught that every tub
should stand on its own bottom.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. The Senator knows
that we discussed it at an earlier meet
ing. I offered the amendment. and he
asked me not to press it until he could
communicate with the Department of
Defense. As a matter of fact. prior to
that time, before we recessed in early
August. I raised the matter. This is the
third time. I raise it, at this time only
because the Senator is now in the Cham
ber and I have his attention. I was afraid
he would leave the Chamber and I would
not have an opportunity to ask him.
That is the only reason I ask him now.

Mr. STENNIS. I shall have a proposal
to make. which will test him out, to see
whether hfi wants to make this thing
apply. I am going to propose an amend';
ment to his amendment, and will do so
in due time.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. All right.
Mr. President. I want to point out
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something in Admiral Moorer's speech,
to the effect that since 1946, he says
that in more than 50-actually, he enu
merates 73--

Mr. MONDALO. He says, "50 wars or
near wars" in which a ;:arrier was en
gaged which was not lost or damaged
through hostile action,

Mr, FULBRIGHT. That is right-in
50 wars or near wars, no carrier which
engaged in them was lost or damaged.
This makes a great news story. Here
there have been 50 wars or near wars and
the carrier has gone out with flags flying
and not one has been sunk-not a one,
and this shows their invulnerability.

Mr. MONDALE. Or damaged.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Yes, they have not

even been damaged. This is Admiral
Moorer, the Chief of Naval Operations
who makes this serious statement. I as
sume it is made seriously. He did not say
he was talking facetiously or jokingly.

Let me call attention to some of the
wars in which the aircraft carrier has
made such a great impression and has
come through such terrific exposure of
itself.

One that struck my mind in particu
lar was in Laos in 1963, "Alert-provided
presence." I suppose the admiral does
not know that Laos is 200 or 300 miles
froIr. the ocean. Laos is not located near
any ocean. I remember years ago, when
President Eisenhower was asked to in
tervene in Laos, we had a meeting at
the White House, and one of the reasons
we did not intervene, among others
there were better reasons-was that
there was no way to approach Laos, and
no good airbase there.

Here is an occasion when an aircraft
carrier was alerted many miles away from
Laos. This was alleged to be a war or a
near war. But it was counted as an ex
ample of the invulnerability of an air
craft carrier.

Another was the Jordan crisis in
1963-"Alert-provided presence-sur
face patrol." I think that Jordan is a
considerable distance away from the sea.
I do not think it adjoins the Mediter
ranean.

Mr. MONDALE. I do not know that any
carriers were sunk in that war.

Mi. FULBRIGHT. They were not sunk.
But, of course, they could not do any
thing. This is one of the biggest fraudu
lent statements I have ever seen. It pre
tends that carriers have been engaged in
50 wars or near wars and that they have
demonstrated invUlnerability because
they were not harmed or sunk.

Then there is the Haitian disorder. The
great country of Haiti. The carrier braved
the power of Duvalier and came out of it
wlscathed. Just think of it. Just imagine.
How wonderful that is, that a carrier can
brave Duvalier, who uses pompoms down
there and Bowie knives.

Here is the poor, little Dominican Re
public which the admiral cites as an ex
ample of our being involved in combat
operations-one of the most disgracefUl
operations we ever engaged in. But this
great, little, Dominican Republic-im
agine how wonderful and powerfUl we
must be to have such great aircraft car-

riel'S as to overcome the Dominican Re
public. The admiral's letter mentions the
Dominican Republic two or three times.
The carriers apparently sailed by there
and put in an appearance on more than
one occasion. This was given as another
example of the rellability and strength
of an aircraft carrier.

He mentions a number of other in
cidents. This is part of a so-called con
fidential statement which is utterly
ridiculous. It is absolutely absurd, that
this kind of material should be called
confidential.

He mentions the Zanzibar riots. It says,
"Alert." Here, apparently, he meant we
must have participated in a war or a
near war so that a ship was alerted. I
do not know that the ship was even in
Zanzibar. Maybe the alert took place in
the carrier's berth at Norfolk, Va., I
reckon. [Laughter,]

Mr. MONDALE. In four of the 48 wars
he cites, the carrier was not even there.
It had been alerted and was somewhere
else, but it nevertheless survived.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. Yes, survived.
[Laughter.]

What I object to is that this important
officer-the Chief of Naval Operations
should make such an l:.rgument in pub
lic. He was speaking in public. He was
expecting the public and the Senate to
be fooled by this. This is a form of con
tempt for the intelligence of both the
public and the Senate with which I
seriously disagree.

This letter of Admiral Moorer to the
Senator from Minnesota is a very serious
letter and I note it is not classified when
the attachments are removed.

It reads as follows:
CHIEF OF NAVAL OPERATIONS,

September 6, 1969.
Hon. WALTER F. MONDALE,
U.S. Senate,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR MONDALE: As requested by
your telegram of September 2nd, I am en
closing a list of the "wars or near-wars" to
which I made reference during my VFW Con
vention address last month. The events
marked with asterisks (.) are those where
an attack aircraft carrier force was either on
scene or alerted for the purpose of deploying
to the general crisis area.

You will note that the classification of this
tabUlation must remain confidential Inas
much as the degree and/or nature of U.S.
military operations, In some Instances, have
not been disclosed.

I trust this will assist you and I am pleased
to be of sen-ice In forwarding these examples
of U.S. Navy responsiveness to the National
will and purpose.

Sincerely,
T. H. MOORER,

Admiral, U.S. Navy.

The purport of all of these remarks
was that these carriers are a reliable
and necessary forward base which can
not be sunk.

Of course, the Senator from Missouri, '
in one of his remarks at a previous
meeting stated his view of how vulner
able they are, how easy it would be to
mortally wound these carriers with mod
em air-to-sea or surface misslles aimed
at a target as large and as slow moving,
generally speaking, as an aircraft carrier.

I do hope the Senate will not continue

this extraordinary extravagance of build
ing up these ships, which not only have
this enormous capital cost, but enormous
continUing costs for their maintenance.

Mr. ELLENDER. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?

Mr. FULBRIGHT. I yield.
Mr. ELLENDER. Since the distin

guished Senator from Arlcansas has men
tioned the cost not only of the ships but
of the pay and the crews that are nec
essary to operate them, I point out that
we have 16, and in order to operate those
16 ships, it costs the taxpayers each year
$1.510 billion. The number of personnel
on those ships is 70,977.

The Enterprise, the atomic energy
powered ship, built in 1961, requires a
crew of 5,499 to operate, and the annual
expense is $115 million.

As the distinguished Senator stated
these ships have been sent to ports, I
presume, merely to exhibit our might,
nothing else, because their guns were
never fired nor their planes flown, except
probably for maneuvers. It is said they
were sent there merely to exhibit our
strength and as a deterrent to an attack
that may involve us. What a thin excuse.
I would like to point out that the ship we
are now building is sUPPOsed to cost $510
million.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. The bare ship.
Mr. ELLENDER. The bare ship.
Since the keel on the first Nimitz car-

rier now being constructed was laid, the
cost has increased by 27th percent. If the
same percentage increase were applied
to the ship proposed to be built, that ship
will not cost $510 million, but over three
quarters of a billion dollars. That is the
estimate. No firm bid has been attained
for its construction and I would not be
surprised that the final cost of the car
rier, without the planes, may be as much
as $800 million.

In addition, the planes necessary to be
used on this ship will cost between $500
and $600 million. The complement of
crewmembers will be in excess of 5,500.

Mr. MONDALE. Mr. President, will
the Senator yield?

Mr. ELLENDER. I yield.
Mr. MONDALE. There are some other

factors in addition to the carrier and its
crew and the planes, because to comple
ment the carrier, destroyers and tenders
and protection ships will be required.

In addition, for each wing on line, they
must have three attack carrier forces,
not one, because they are rotated. So the
cost of the attack carrier is calculated at
about $1.8 billion times three, to get a
single wing on the line.

Mr. ELLENDER. I would like to place
in the RECORD a table showing the cost
of operating each of the carrier ships now
in service.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. The capital cost?
Mr. ELLENDER. No; the cost of the

operation of each ship and the number
of personnel necessary to service each
ship.

Mr. President, I ask unanimous con
sent to place in the RECORD at this point
the table I am reading from.

There being no obj ection, the table
was ordered to be plinted in the RECORD,
as follows:
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to rely upon us and do little or nothing
to prepare for their own defense.

ISOLATIONISM REVISITED
Mr. FULBRIGHT, Mr. President, Prof.

Thomas G. Paterson has written a very
perceptive article in the Nation on the
subject of "Isolationism Revisited" which
I believe will be of interest to Members
of this body.

I ask unanimous consent that the ar
ticle be printed in the PECORD as a part
of my remarks.

There being no objection, the article
was ordered to be printed in the RECORD,
as follows:

[From the Nation, Sept. 1, 19691
ISOLATIONISM REVISITED

(By Thomas G. Paterson)
In his June speech at the Air Force Acad·

emy, President Nixon branded critics of his
military and foreign pollcles "new isolation
ists," and suggested that they were turning
their backs on the world. A few weeks be·
fore leaving office. Secretary of State Dean
Rusk had similarly warned Americans away
from a return to "isolationism." The John
son administration had occasionally labeled
as "Isolationist" th.ose foreign pOlley dlssi·
dents who asked for llmlted American com·
mitments abroad and a retrenchment from
empire. It Is a. label meant to discredit. It
conjures up the specter of the 1930s, when
the United states allegedly shirked inter
national responslblllty and thus unleashed
mad dictatOrs and Japanese Imperlallsts. The
label further summons the memory of Amer
Ica's rise to world eminence after World War
II, throwing off Its isolationism and assum
ing Its rightful first rank in world alfalrs.
Today, then, "Isolationism" Is a pejorative
term connoting weakness, appeasement, sur
render, mindless Ideallsm and a retreat from
the obllgatlons of intel'national leadership.

Scholars have also dealt critically with the
noninterventionists of the 1930s. I'n part be
cause most historians and polltical scientists
today endorse internatlonallsm and what
they might call nonlmperlallst Intervention.
Historians have complained that the isola
tionists ignored the threat of totalltarlanism,
helped bring on World War II, left the United
states mllltarlly unprepared, even courted
fascism, and in generill nurtured a wrong
headedness which restralued America from
Influeuclng international events. Prof. Selig
Adler has written that the "Congressional
Isolationists, so anxious to keep out of war,
actually helped invIte a foreign catastrophe
of such Immense proportions that no uatlon

Tolal. __ '" •__ . ._.' .. _.. __ .... • ._ ... .._. __ ._. _

I To become a CVA (ASW carrier) when Ihe "Midway" joins Ihe fleel in fiscal 1970.
'Conslruclion slopped lor aboul5 years following World War II.
• Now undergoing $202.3 million conversion. To rejoin Ihe f1eel during fiscal 1970.

couId have escaped its consequences." The
eminent diplomatic historian Dexter Perkins
has concluded that "time has placed their
arguments In perspective, revealing that they
were largely unsound."

But the isolationist movement was notably
diverse. Nazis, Communists, PMlfists. defeat·
Ists llke Charles Lindbergh, "fortress Amer
ica" types like Herbert Hoover. anti-Semites
like Father Charles E. CoughIln, liberal re
formers, thoughtful Intellectuals-all ad
hered to It at one time or another. Because
the isolationist America First Committee
housed some unprogressive businessmen and
because many Isolationists, especIally late in
the 1930s, were opposed to the New Deal,
isolationIsm has often been Ilnked to con
servatism, or at the extreme with self-serv
ing AmerIcan proponents of' German totali
tarianism.

Hlslorlans have thus accurately found
Isolationists wbom we cannot admire. It Is
also true that the isolationist Ludlow Amend
ment, which would have reqUired a publ1c
referenduul on all war decisions, was 111
advised. The Isolationists sometimes Imagined
war plots and conspiracies. The isolationist or
"reVisionist" hIstories of World War I written
by men like Charles Beard and Charl~s

TanslU have beeu less than scholarly and
too polemical. Above all else. the Isolationists
were wrong In the 1930s to believe that the
United States could avoid any Involvement In
the developing crises In Europe through the
Neutrallty Acts, which prohlbltcd America
from punishing the aggressor. Their formula
for American foreign policy did not fit the
diplomacy of the depression thirties.

What scholars and politicians alike have
obscured, however, Is the long·term and con~

struotlve isolationist criticism of many facets
of American foreign pollcy. Eveu in their
failure the isolationists left an Intelligent
critique from Which we can profit today.
Those Isolationists who were domestic liberal
reformers especially deserve attention, for
their assessment of foreign polley was the
best articulated, the least rigid, llnd the most
meaningful for the 1960s and the 1970s. Con
servative isolationists dld not dominate
isolationism, and Prof. Manfred Jonas, in his
excellent stUdy of Isolationism, has suggested
that the historical treatment ot the subject
has been somewhat unbalanced and inac
curate: "To regard isolationism as pure
obstructionism ... is unfruitful and mis
leading." Such men as Sen. Gerald P. Nye,
Norman Thomas, Charles Beard, John Bas
sett Moore and Sen. Wllliam Borah "did not
approach American foreign poliCy from a
purely negative and obstructionist view
point." IsolationIsm "was the considered
response to foreign and domestic develop·
ments of a large, responsible, and respectable
segment of the American people."

Indeed, unlike today, the term "isolation
Ist" was not a label of reproach, and was
respectably worn by many leading Americans,
Including perhaps even President Franklin
D. Roosevelt for a time. Isolationism did not
mean Isolation. Most isolationists desired
foreign trade, continued Immigration and
cultural eXChanges, and diplomatic inter·
course with other nations. Senator Borah, for
example. favored International action to pro
mote disarmament and in 1933 led the fight
for Americau recognition of the Soviet Union.
Nor was isolationism the phenomenon of
one region, one political party, one ethnic
group. or one socioeconomic rank. It was
national, and had three basic strains of
thought which attempted to answer the ques_
tion, isolation from what?

The first strain was a. profound abhorrence
of war, a. fear of war and militarism. Isola
tionists disliked not only the bloodshed of
war and the utter waste of total mobilization
but also the detrimental effects of war on
domes-tic reform and civil liberties, The sec
ond ingredient of isolationism was noninter
vention-that the United States should avoid
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1944 No_. __ ._ ...•... No ._ ..•
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1945 All bul RA-~C_ •._•.. Yes.. __ . __ .. _
1945 ._._.do. __ ._ _•. Yes._._ ... _
1947 .. do Yes_._. _
1955 Yes._. • __ . .• Yes .... __ •
1956 Yes.• _.. _... __ .•... Yes.••• _. __ .•
1957 yes_. . Yes ....._. _
1959 yes_ •... . __ . Yes_. __ . _
1961 yes_:_ .... __ . __ .•.. Yes .• _••
1961 yes_._. ._. __ .• _. Yes..•• _... __
1961 yes __ • __ Yes._._ .• _._.
1965 yes_ .•• Yes__ ..... _.•
1968 yes __•.. __ .. __ ..•• _ Yes . __ ._
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ATTACK AIRCRAFT CARRIERS

Number and name

eVA-l4, Ticonderoga ,_••••• ••••
eVA-19, Hancock. . • • •
CVA-31, Bon Homme Richard _
eVA-34, Oriskany • •• __ ._. _
eVA-H, Midway'__ ._. • _
CVA-42, Roosevell.._. __ ._ •__ . . __ ..•_
eVA-43, Coral Sea. •• _._._. __ . . .• _
CVA-59, ForreslaL •. • •• __ ._,,_,_
eVA-60, Saratoga•. _••• __ •• ._ .• •..•
eVA-61, RangeL_.._. .. __ . ._
eVA-62, Independence••••• .. __ . _
eVI\--li3, Kitty Hawk. __ • .•. .. _
CVA-64, Conslellation __ ._._._._ .. ._ ••
CVAN--li5, Enterprise. __ .• _.. .. _._ .•
CVA--li6, America_ ••• _. .. __ .
CVA--li7, Kennedy •_.. ,_ •. __ .•_._ ...••

Mr, FULBRIGHT. May I ask the Sen
ator another question about that? What
he is giving us is the actual out-of-pocket
annual cost of maintenance. That does
not include the interest on the money and
the investment in those ships.

Mr. ELLENDER. The Senator is cor
rect.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. If there are 16.
there would be an approximate capital
cost of $35 billion.

Mr. ELLENDER. I am not able to
supply at this time the exact cost.

Mr. FULBRIGHT. With task forces.
Mr. ELLENDER. I am sure it would be,

if the task forces are added.
Mr. FULBRIGHT. Taking the interest

on that investment, in addition to that
$1.5 billion, if we did as they do in any
other business, we would figure the inter
est the taxpayers are paying on the
capital investment, which I expect would
run another $1 billion a year, if we really
want to try to ascertain, as is done in
any other operation in private business,
what the cost of that operation is, I am
afraid we have gotten so accustomed to
it in the military that we pay no atten~

tion to the cost.
Mr. ELLENDER. I point out that the

table merely shows first, the cost of ordi
nary maintenance and operation which
includes the pay to crewmembers and
the number of crewmembers on each
carrier. If repairs are to be made,
that is an additional cost. One of those
ships is supposed to be converted to an
attack ship and it will cost $202 million,
I am informed. The cost of conversion is
almost as much as the cost of the ship
when it was originally built in the 1940's.

It was stated a while ago that such car
riers act as a deterrence. I say that our
missiles act as the deterrence, not these
llattops.

We must not overlook the fact that
we are living in a nuclear missile age
and if ever a war breaks out between us
and our chief adversary, Russia, car
riers will be of 110 use to us. As I see the
picture we are merely preparing for con~
ventlonal brush fire wars. We are still
pursuing our old policy of supporting
militarily all of the free world countries
so as to protect ourselves from the Rus
sians. I am quite certain that the so~

called free world countries will continue


